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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Purpose

This project was developed to encourage and demonstrate the use of geothermal

direct heat applied to fruit drying. A study was prepared with Foremost~McKesson

investigating the feasibility of their investing in a pilot papaya drying facility

at the State geothermal site.

Discussion

Along with Foremost-McKesson management, the project team collected and evalua

ted data relevant to the feasibility of investing in the production and distribution

of dried Hawaiian papaya. Initially a pilot plant was considered. Later Foremost

MCKesson decided a pilot facility was not needed and a commercial venture became the

focus of consideration. Indeed, the company's management thought that production

procedures were sufficiently established and demand for dried papaya substantial

enough to allow the "economical"production of 1-2 million pounds of dried papaya

annually.

It was determined that a commercial plant is only marginally feasible if it can

operate at the 1-2 million capacity and.if the 10-20 million pounds of processing

papays required could be purchased at.l2¢ per pound. Twelve cents is considered to

be the farmers cost of production•.

While it is true that much of·the.processing-typepapaya can be purchased at

less than 12¢ per pound (probably S-7¢), sufficient continuous supply can not be

guaranteed. For example during the industry's peak production year (1979) approxi

mately.80 million pounds of usable papaya was produced .inHawaiL Of this about 16

million pounds were available for processing at the lower price rate. Of this,

puree processing takes a substantial amount. Recent production has fallen short of

this p~ak year due to weather and disease.

The amount of lower-priced processing fruit available is a function of total

papaya production. Total papaya production is currently limited by the demand for
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fresh papaya on the high side and variable weather and disease conditions on the

low side. Since the Papaya Administrative Committee, industry marketing and self

,regulating organization, at present feels thate is limited demand, it is doubtful

that total production of papaya will exceed 100 million pounds in the near future.

But even at this production level the amount remaining for processing would be at

a marginal 10-20 million pound level. The probability of lower production is quite

high.

During times of low production two things work against guaranteeing a con

tinuous supply of low-cost processing fruit. First there is less fruit available

not only due to lower production, but also due to allowing a greater proportion

of processing-type fruit to pass as fresh in order to fulfill demand. Secondly,

the demand places pressures upon prices to increase. It would be economically

difficult to supplement deficiencies in the required amounts of processing fruit

with high-priced fresh.

The risks associated with a consistent supply cause this project to be con

sidered unfeasible at the present time. Only structural changes in the papaya

industry can change this condition.

Conclusion

A commercial papaya drying plant is not feasible at this time. It is

possible that combining papaya drying with the drying of other tropical fruits

may make a plant feasible. but further research is required.

Because private industry is reluctant to invest in a pilot food processing

plant, it is possible that a cooperative venture, perhaps including the fruit

industries, Governments, and a private firm could provide a stimulus to involve

more use of geothermal direct heat in food processing.
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INTRODUCTION

With the dedication of HGP-A Wellhead Generator Plant in July,1981,

the geothermal development in Hawaii has marched into a new era of commerciali

zation. The power plant is currently producing approximately 1,780,000 KWH of

electricity every month and supplies 4.3 percent of .the total energy consumption

on the Big Island.

However, the power plant utilizes only.the steam portion of .the HGP-A

well production. There are approximately 50,000 pounds per hour of 360°F .water

produced (approximately 10 million BTU per hour) and the water is currently not

used and is considered a waste. .This tremendous· resource cQuldvery well be

used in applications such as food processing, food dehydration and.Qther indus

trial processing that requires low-grade heat.

This report examines one of the applications, namely.the drying of tropical

fruits particularly the papaya•.The papaya was chosen for the .obvious reason

that it is the biggest crop of all fruits produced on .theBig Island.

This report also includes a conceptual design of a pilot plant .facility

capable of processing 1000 pounds of raw papaya per day. .This facility is designed

to provide ageothermally heated dryer to.dehydrate papayas or Qther tropical fruits

available on an experimental basis to obtain data such.as drying time, optimum

drying'temperatur~, etc.
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OVERVIEW OF THE HAWAIIAN PAPAYA INDUSTRY

In 1980, growers in the State of Hawaii produced 48,916,000 pounds of

papaya utilized for fresh markets or processed fruit. This represented a

value of $9,979,000 or 1.8% of the value of all Hawaii crops. As a crop,

papaya ranked 4th in production, behind sugar, pineapple and macadamia nuts.

Production in 1980 showed a 19% increase over the 1979 year when a

severe storm affected yields. Total production in 1981 was up 31% over 1980

as recovery from the storms and plantings in new acreage continued. Another

long storm in early 1982 caused another setback in the State's production of

papaya. Most of the effects were felt on Kauai, Oahu and Maui where phyto

phthora damage caused a reduction of 30-60% during the first few months of

1982. Due to the exceptional soil drainage, the Island of Hawaii was able to

actually increase production during these same months by about 2%. The Papaya

Administrative Committee projects the production, marketing and prices of fresh

papaya (that sold at the fresh produce section of a supermarket) as indicated

in Table 1.

In April, 1982 the state's total acreage in papaya crop was 3,035 acres

as compared to the 1979 high of 3,2453 • The center of the papaya industry re

sides in the Puna district of the Island of Hawaii and maintains 75-80% of the

state's productive capacity. This status is expected to continue since Maui's

Princess Orchards operation is phasing out and Oahu's orchards are used mainly

for supplying the Oahu market. Kauai is developing a papaya industry rather

rapidly, but the 75% production on the Big Island is expected to continue. The

Puna Papaya farmers attempt to bring 10-15% of new acreage under production each

year.

Current Problems

The Papaya Administrative Committee summarizes the findings of its

1975-1979 financial analysis of the Hawaii Papaya Industry4 as follows:
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TABLE 1

FRESH PAPAYA .PRODUCTION , MARKETING, PRICES AND INCOME

1974 -1984

(PRODUCTION IN MILLIONS OF POUNDS)

. " EXPORTS TOTAL PERCENT FRESH PRICE FRESH SALES
LOCAL FOREIG~ MAINLANl)Z: TOTAL FRESH EXPORTED (¢ PER LB.) (Millions of $)

1974 13.1 3.0, 18.5 21.5 34,.5 62.3 13.9 4.0

1975 12.2 3.3 19.5 22.8 35.0. 65 .• 1 15.8 5.5
"-.'.

1976 12.7 3.9 27.0 30.9 43.;6 70~9 13.5 5:9

36.2 75L6·
.,,":,'

1977 13.2 4.6 '40.8 54.0 13.2 7.1

1978 14.8 7n 33.7 39.8 54.6·. 72.9 14.4 7.9

1979 10.2 6.3 20.0 26.3 36.5' 71.1 25.6 9.3

1980 ·11.0 7.0 27.0 34.0 45.4 75.6 21.7 10.2

1981 59.3 20.8

1982* 13.2 10.0 41.5 51.5 65.0 79.2 21.5 14.0
, ..j

1983* 14.0 11.0 45.0 56.0 70~0 80.0 . 23.0 17.0

1984* 14.5 12.0 48.5 60.5 75.0 87.0 . 24.0 18.0

1985* 15.0 13.0 52.0 65.0 80.0 81.2 25.0 20.0

*1982...;1985 ,Projected by PAC

11 Includes direct sales to Japan, Canada and other foreign destinations.

~I Includes direct'sales to Canada.

Source: Papaya Admiriistrative Committee Reports
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1. During 1979, inflation returned to double-digit levels (15.1%)
after declining to only 5.0% during 1977. Since 1974, papaya
production costs have increased by a substantial 54.0%

2. After experiencing a negative growth rate during 1977, the
industryre-bounded to a 1.7 percent growth during 1979 
however, a rate well below the recommended (historical) 8% annual
increase.

3. Farm income (fresh and processing sales) totaled $9.5 million
during 1979 - the highest on record.

4. Net farm income reached a record $1.8 million during 1979 -
up sharply from the less than $400,000 profit levels during 1975
and 1976.

5. Papaya production dropped substantially during 1979, causing
sharp increases in papaya prices and resulted in record low
yields, which in turn resulted in a record high production cost
of 18.5¢ per pound - an 83.1% over 1978.

6. In spite of an 8.5¢ per pound increase in production costs caused
by inflation and low production levels during 1979, net profits
to farmers increased 4.9 per cent over 1978 as a direct result
of a 10.2¢ per pound price increase in papayas from prior years
received during the year - the largest year-to-year price increase
on record.

A financial analysis further shows the income, expenses and profits for

a hypothetical 15-acre farm:

Hypothetical 15-Acre Farm1; Income, Expenses & Profits: 1975 1979

D01.LARS CENTS PER POUND

Farm Farm Net
Year Income2 Expenses Profits Income Expenses Net Profit

1975 $30,790 $25,350 $5~440 14.2¢ 11.7¢ 2.5¢

1976 31,890 27,000 4,890 12.3 10.4 1.9

1977 35,010 28,300 6,710 11.9 9.6 2.3

1978 37,990 30,850 7,140 13.0 10.6 2.4

1979 42,660 35,500 7,160 23.2 19.3 3.9
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1/ Hypotehtical farm consisting of 15 acres - 5 acres planted earh year, 5

acres harvested in their first year of bearing and 5 acres harvested in

their second year of bearing. (

2/ Farm income based on industry average total production yields of each

year.

Source: A Financial Analysis of the Hawaii Papaya Industry 1975-1977,

Papaya Administrative' Committee. Honolulu,' Hawaii' 96814', 'p.' 17.'

Notice that much of 9.3¢ increase in the per pound expense is due to the

cost of recovering from the 1979 set back.

The Papaya Administrative Committee indicated in its September, 1980

conference that for the 1980 year:

" ••• farm income is expected to total $10,650,000, representing

an increase of 14.3 percent over 1979, and the Production Cost

Index is expected to increase 11.0 percent for the year, giving

the farmers a net increase of 3.3 percent in income after taking

inflation into account."

A copy of an article developing an economic analysis of the 10-acre

farm is found in the appendix of this report.

Further problems of the Hawaii Papaya Industry were summarized in a pre-

sentation to the Agriculture Coordination Committee for the State of Hawaii

on March 21, 1979. These prob1ernsor bottlenecks are listed in the order of

importance as indicated by Dr. N.Kefford and Mr. W.T. Harada of the College

of Tropical Agriculture and Human Resources, University of Hawaii at Manoa:

1. There is a lack of an economically acceptable alternative to

EDB (ethylene dibiomide) for fumigating papaya for export.

2. There is inadequateair-l1ft for exporting papayas and for

shipping papayas from Hawaii and Kauai to Oahu for trans

shipment to export markets.

3. There is a lack of adequate control measures for post-harvest

diseases and the lack of a full understanding and control measures

for preventing the rapid deterioration of papayas after they arrive

on the mainland.
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4. There is inadequate market development for fresh papaya and
papaya products.

5. Papaya mosaic virus continues to be a threat to the papaya
industry.

6. Adequate weed control does not exist.

7. Papaya marketers stress the problems of alack of continuity and
reliability of supply.

8. Lack of freezing technology for papayas and inadequate information
of aseptic packaging of papaya puree foroversea~shipping.

9. Farmers cannot get the quantity and quality of people they need.

10. Methods to overcome the yield decline problem and the magnitude of
the problem are not known.

11. Cultivators with resistance to papaya mosaic virus and fruit and
root diseases are not available.

12. Lack of adequate control methods for powdery mildew.

13. Insufficient research on market potential and market deyelopment.

14. Insufficient information on what effect irrigation has on yield in
Puna. Hawaii, and yield, fruit quality, fruit set. and sterility
in Moloaa, Kauai.

15. Lack of adequate containers for surface shipments.

16. Lack of current costs and returns and profitability of papaya
production.

17. Critical nutrient levels for trees up to 12 months of age and for
trees over 30 months of age are not known. Minor and micro
element needs for trees older than 30 months are not known.

18. There seems to be a lack of understanding and specific information
exchange between lenders and borrowers (farmers) on financing
papaya farms.

19. Lack of adequate packaging and packaging systems for shipping
papayas by air and surface.

20. Costs of ownership and operation of alternative mechanical har
vesting methods for various-sized farms are not known.

21. Lack of an effective, registered chemical to control mites in dry
production areas.

22. Many public rules and regulations put unnecessary burden on
farmers.
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It would seem that even though .thepapaya industry in Hawaii has

existed since the 1940's. it is stilI in .the infancy"~fageof sophistica,;.

tion in production and marketing technology. Although some of .the problems

listed above have been solved. most of the problems still remain.
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PAPAYA PRODUCTS AND THEIR MARKETS

The U.S. Market

Three final products are common for the Hawaii papaya industry: Fresh

papaya s papaya puree and dried papaya. At present s only fresh and puree papaya

have developed a significant market. In 1981 approximately 48 million pounds

of fresh papaya were packed and marketed s while approximately 1.6 million pounds

of puree were processed from sub-standard papaya and marketed. This study con

centrates on the mainland U.S. market.

The following sections examine the primary demand trends for fresh s

processed and dried fruit, as well as their existing and potential markets

for papaya products. Further, an examination will be made of the papaya

industry's price, channels, promotion and product development strategies.
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Per capita consumpiton of noncitrus, fresh fruit in the U.S. has been

generally increasing since 1975.

Dried fruit consumption had generally decreased since 1960, but recently

has demonstrated a positive trend.

The reasons for the increase in fruit product consumption per capita,

and in total dollars of production, is due to changes in the values and

attitudes of consumers. Essentially, these trends are as follows: 7

1. There is a trend toward increased total family income, along with
smaller households that increases family disposable and discre
tionary income. Today people can better afford to purchase those
things they want most.

2. Households are generally younger and willing to try new things,
such as eating ethnic type foods.

3. People are eating out more. Eating away from home is up 50% per
capita, and restaurant sales account for about 35% of this increase.

4. People are losing their "sweet tooth" and becoming more nutrition
conscious. A recent survry by Women's Day Magazine indicated that
71% of their~omen respondents said that ,nutrition ~as their primary
concern when planning meals. 77% of those surveyed, indicated that
this interest in nutrition had mushroomed within the last few years.

These favorable demand and attitude trends could be seized by the papaya

industry in their efforts to expand to ne~ markets. Especially significant,

is the new consciousness of nutrition. Papaya is considered an exceptionally

healthful food. In 7 ounces of papaya are contained 3,500 units of Vitamin A,

112 mg. of Vitamin C, 468 mg. ,', of, potassium and a significant amount of calcium.

All of this, with less than 80 calories. 8

Women's Day Magazine predicts:

••• the whole new world of nutrition would prompt supermarkets
to introduce more products and advertising tied in with physicial
fitness, to emphasize healthful. snacks for those who have foregone
meals, to develop more attractively packaged and easy to serve
takeout foods, to emphasize more fresh fruits and vegetables and
the balanced whole day diet.

13



--- ----------------------------

The papaya industry should be ready to expand within these trends, intro

ducing their products to an increasingly interested market while primary demand

trends are favorable. Once a sizeable share of the fruit products market is

attained, it is easier to maintain that share even in the face of less desir

able trends.

Market development of all papaya products is considered an important pri

ority among industry members. At present, little development is occurring.

The Papaya Administration Committee is about the only agency responsible for

market development. In 1980, they budgeted approximately $230,000 for promotion.

Of this amount, the Japan market received $80,000, and the Hawaii market received

$5,000. This leaves $145,000 for the l~rge mainland market, or approximately

0.725% of fresh sales revenue for market development. This is well below the

industry averages for all fruits which is approximately 1-5% of sales. When

you consider that other fruit industries are maintaining markets, not developing

them, the 0.7% of the papaya industry seems quite low. Additional investments

in market development are required, if .the industry expects to have any cont~ol

over its growth.

The lack of effort can be partially explained by the industry's unfortunate

past experiences in market development when primary demand trends were down.

Indeed, many of the industry's most influential people seem genuinely afraid of

their markets. This is due to a lack of understanding of the markets from a

lack of information about these markets. Marketing research and development

should be considered an investment in the future, just like a new growing process,

or a new piece of equipment.
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The Hawaii Market

Discussions with local retailers indicate that Kaamania Distributors

is considered the best health. food wholesaleriti'the state. They are

located at 4025F Kulamana Street, Honolulu. An interview with Terry Hey,

its president~providedvaluable insight into the State's potential demand

for dried papaya.

Kaamania Distributors normally sells in bulk to health food stores

and/or departments for their own packaging. He did indicate an interest

in distributing a prepackaged product. At present his papaya supply comes

from Taiwan '. or the Phillipines via a California wharehouse. He distri

putes to about 150 outlets .statewide (approximately 120 are health food

stores).

The landed costs of the bulk dried papaya in Los Angeles is $1.20

a pound with a wholesale price around $1.65~ The ,retail price ranges

around $2.50 - $2.60 per pound in.bulk.

The demand for bulk dried papaya is about 700-800 pounds a week and

is slightly less than dried pineapple. Mr. Hey thought that the demand

for prepackaged dried papaya could be 10 ~imes that of bulk.

KaamaniaDistributors indicated an interest in this pilot project and

sta~ed that they could sell to wholesalers in California.
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Papaya Product Characteristics

The primary product of the papaya industry is the fruit sold fresh to the

retail consumer through grocers and restaurants. These papayas provide the

grower with most of his income. The farm pri'ce for papaya has been quite sen

sitive to the quantities produced and has ranged from 12 to 41 cents per pound

with 20 to 30 cents being normal. Thr puree and dried papaya must be considered

by-products of the industry since papaya used in processing provides the farmer

with as little as 3¢ per pound.

Fresh Papaya

The Papaya Administrative Committee provides a market order for the industry.

It,' established quality standards for the marketing of fresh papaya. These

standards, to some degree, determine the proportion of total production that is

available for the fresh and process markets. Some lowering of standards occur

during times of short supply and elevating of standards during times of "excess"

production. For example, with current production at 75% of expected, "culls"

represent only 5% of total fruit. Normally the substandard papaya represent

15-20%.

Disagreement has surfaced as to the necessity of using USDA inspectors.

Some packers feel this cost of continuous inspection (.005¢ per pound) is too

high relative to the benefits. Certain packers have dropped the U.S. grading

standards and are using Hawaii State Department of Agriculture standards.

State inspectors spot check at no cost. The feeling is that packers do a

good job of quality control with or without inspection. As long as all packers

do a good job, few problems will probably occur in the market channels. However,

if just one packer slips just a few times, the reputation of the papaya in

dustry among retailers and their customers may decline. In the fresh fruit mar

ket, quality standards are essential and some control is needed.
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Papaya Puree

The market for canned fruit nectar is expanding rapidly as people

turn from sweet sodas, to more natural and healthful fruit juices. Com-

panies like Kerns and Meadow Gold have demonstrated the ability to market

the nectars of exotic fruits as well as common juices.

Although there has been more success in the retail marketing of

canned juice drinks as opposed to frozen puree, some prospects of concen-

trated products look encouraging. The "aseptic" process of producing

nectars allows a company to package individual cans that can be stored at

room temperature. Since much of the world does not use frozen foods regu-

larly, this new process provides a natural differential advantage to frozen

juices.

Quality standards need investigation. One study of papaya puree

marketing, for example, noted that test products were sweetened to Hawaii

tastes and this was too sweet for most Mainland customers. 9 Other factors

such as taste, smell and texture must also be considered. It is recom-

mended that as market development is occuring, part of the effort be

devoted to matching product characteristics to various markets' tastes.

Dried Papaya

Some dried papaya is presently sold in health food stores and included

in "trail mixes". It is of very limited quantities at present, however,

with most of the dried papaya being imported from Tiawain and the Phillipines.

In general, dried fruits and nuts are among the most common and best

selling areas of many supermarket chains. lO Some authorities estimate this

segment is growing at 6% a year - twice that of other grocery products. ll
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Product Positioning

Most people knowledgeable of the industry consider orange juice,

grapefruit and other breakfast fruit and juices to be papaya's most direct

competition. These people assume that final consumers consider papaya a

breakfast fruit. While this may be true of many of the current consumers,

many other potential consumers do no know that papaya is only for break

fast.

With caloric consumption a concern among consumers, fresh papaya may

be positioned along with cantaloupe as a desert. Similarly, the fresh and

dried papaya may be considered a nutritious and healthful snack. The puree

may be developed as the base for an all-day, refreshing and healthful drink

as well as a base for use in cakes, yogurts and ice cream.

In any case, the industry along with each firm's marketing arm should

promote the idea that all papaya products are nutritious, healthful and

natural and can be used with any meal or as an in-between refreshment and

snack.

Channels of Distribution

Channels Members

Generally, papaya packers sell 75% of their production direct to re

tailers or through a major marketing arm. These marketing arms may be

organizations closely associated with the packers such as Mr. Papaya's Puna

Processors or totally independent such as Puna Papaya's Californian

Avocado Cooperative (Calavo). It would seem that each packing organiza

tion and each processor has a different marketing arm. .This can pose

problems in some cases. Castle & Cooke in 1977 proposed to the industry

that they be allowed to distribute a significant majority of the fresh papaya

grown in Hawaii. Their logic was that Hawaiian Papaya was competing against

itself in the major markets. To some degree this is considered a true

18



situation by industry members. On the other hand, some people feel that

tying all output to one distributor has disadvantages in terms of channel

control. By developing carefully worked-out agreements within an environ-

ment of cooperation, many industry gains could be had by consolidating

the efforts of various packers and processors. If an attitude of trust

cannot be maintained, packers and processors should carefully and con-

tinuous1y evaluate their major distributors. During the market deve1op-

ment stages, this evaluation should include . identification of channel

members who distribute in areas presently under-supplied with fresh papaya

and who are willing to strategica1\y and financially cooperate with the

firms' market development plans. Currently there seems to be some small

movement in this direction.

Restaurants too provide ~ potential market for fresh papaya and papaya

puree. While this channel of distribution may not provide the volume of

other channels, this can serve to introduce new customers to papaya pro-

ducts. Consumers are eating away from home more today and they are

trying new types of food, especially if it is ethnic or exotic and hea1th-

fu1. This trend, coupled with a promotion effort that cooperates with

restaurant chains can develop a whole newmarket (restaurants) as well

. as stimulate demand in the grocery channels.

19



Physical Distribution

At present, the major U.S. Mainland destination points for fresh papaya

are listed in the order of the quantities received as follows:

1. Los Angeles
2. San Francisco
3. Seattle
4. Portland
5. New York
6. Chicago
7. Detroit
8. Minneapolis
9. Boston

10. Washington, D.C.

Other major markets include Japan and Canada (Toronto and Vancouver).

Most of the fresh papaya reaches restaurants and grocers close to these

major air transportation centers. The East Coast, Southern and Midwest states

do not find much quality papaya available. Indeed, adequate marketing research

can identify profitable pockets of customers within these areas who would enjoy

consuming papaya and are willing to pay a fair price.

Markets outside the United States are also "ripe" for development. Many

countries of the world are following trends similar to those in the U.S. A

creative marketing and product development strategy can be devised to identify

and open up new opportunities. While some effort has been made to enter the

Canadian and Japanese markets, the efforts seem too weak relative to the re-

suIts expected or relative to the potential that could be developed if more

effort were provided.

Increasing transportation costs and overseas transportation availability

uncertanties are definite concerns of the papaya industry in Hawaii county.

The basic transportation alternatives for the Big Island to points within the

United States are shown in Appendix D. As one may note, these alternatives are
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limited to air and ship tr?n~portation.

It is expected that both Matson and Young Brothers will continue

servicing the Hilo Port indefinitely. While a ship is generally a low

cost form of transportations it takes from 7 to 10 days to reach the main

land U.S. s the largest market for the Papaya Industry. ,This low cost and

length of time may be useful in shipping puree and dried papaya in that a

low cost storage function can be performed at the same time movement is

occuring. For fresh papayas however s speed of transportation is important

since the shelf life of papaya shipped 1/4 ripe is approximately 10-14

days. The short-life and long transport time accounts for the 20% damage

and overripe rate during surface transportation.

As more and more mainland passenger airlines move out of the Hilo air

terminals alternative air routes to the mainland become increasingly limited.

Papaya shippers interested in speed must investigate trans-shipping their

merchandise via air to Honolulu. This increases the time to the mainland

from 1 to 2 days. While this time period is reasonable s the cost of trans

porting by air is quite high. There seems to be no solution to .the air

transport problems in the near future.

Considering the fact that the aseptic process producing a puree

requires no-refrigerations the lowest cost transportation alternative should

be utilized. The dried papaya products requires no refrigeration and should

also use the lowest cost for the transportation. The alternative trans

portation forms s along with their approximate cost per pound of puree or

dried papayas is summarized in the Appendix D of the pilot plant operations.
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Promotion

Most of the promotion activities of the Hawaiian Papaya Industry have

been left up to the Papaya Administrative Committee and the major distributors.

Very little of this effort seems coordinated at present.

One study of the disappearance rate of fresh papaya at grocery stores12

concluded that the major factors affecting this rate were:

1. its availability (channel member developed)

2. its appearance (product development)

3. quality of control carried from farm to retail outlets
(product standardization and physical distribution)

4. attractiveness of the display (channel member cooperation)

5. the degree of in-store promotion and of store-identified
newspaper advertising.

The last factor indicates the need of the industry's packers and pro-

cessors to coordinate and cooperate with distributors and retailers in

developing markets. Once supply quantities and quality standards are

guaranteed within a market area, retail grocers will be ready to assist in

stimulating demand for papaya. One study indicated that grocers would be

willing to promote papaya at substantial discounts (perhaps below cost) to

develop store trafficl3 as well as help introduee papaya to new customers.

Another study concluded that television promotion of papayas was not as

effective as newspaper advertising emphasizing special papaya prices in

developing demand. 14 Special introductory prices have the effect of

reducing the pre-decision risk for people trying a new product. This type

of introductory strategy might be quite effective in times of excess papaya
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production.• Instead of dumping supplies on established markets forcing

prices downward, direct excess production to new markets and consider the

cost of production a market development expense. During a recent excess

production period, the "surplus" was dumped in the garbage.

In any case, it is essential that the selling and market development

budget be wisely spent, concentrating on developing one or a few markets

at a time, and gaining the cooperation and assistance of all channel members.

While developing the market for fresh papaya will help develop the

market for dried and puree by-products, reverse strategies may also be

utilized. If processed papaya can be incorporated into other products,
!

such as desserts, trail mixes, exotic drinks, consumers can be introduced

to the papaya taste while consuming more familiar products.
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Prices

Prices of fresh papaya vary considerably from year to year and season

to season. Much of this variation is due to the total supply of fresh

fruit in the market. Another consideration is when consumers normally eat

fresh fruit. Since 1978 the annual average farm prices of fresh papaya

shipped to the Mainland varied from l2¢ per pound to25¢ per pound. In

1980, the price packers receive varied similarly to the farm price but

averaged to about 40¢ per pound. As noted in Table 2, monthly average

prices vary dramatically.

Much of the price variation can be reduced through effectively

matching the supply with demand. In times of excess supply relative to

established market demand, firms in the industry can

1. Channel fresh fruit to market development areas for special

promotions with retailers.

2. Channel some fresh fruit to the product production of puree

and dried papaya. In this way, excess papaya can be stored

in another form. When demand is high, .channel less into the

by-product area and sell off the stored inventory.

Also, the prices of all papaya products may be made more stable

through proper product positioning. By developing a papaya product image

of a nutritious, healthful, exotic, fruit, it becomes more compatible with

the attitudes and desires of the current market. If the product image is

accepted and believed, a more inelastic price will result. This provides

the industry with more price control and with a stronger position from which

to negotiate and cooperate with channel members.
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TABLE 2

PAPAYAS: Monthly average fresh papaya farm price per pound,
by place of sale, State 1980-81

Year and
place of sale

1980 Local ••••••
Mainland •••
Foreign••••
All .

1981 LocaL •••••
Mainland •••
Foreign••••
All .

Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec. Average

Cents

34.0 39.0 43.4 44.7 36.8 31.3 28.8 23.8 22.4 22.6 21.8 21.4 29.3
23.0 34.2 38.0 37.9 21.2 21.4 16.2 20.2 14.7 9.5 13.6 11.2 18.6
18.5 18.025.6 26.5 24.4 24.7 21.8 18.5 18.0 18.5 17.9 17.5 20.7
25.2 32.8 37.4 38.1 25.7 24.5 20.2 20.9 17.1 13.6 16.3 14.6 21.7

20.9 25.8 28.4 26.8 25.9 25.0 20.6 25.4 26.4 19.2 16.6 21.4 23.5
16.1 26.4 24.7 23.4 23.8 25.821.6 25.4 19.7 11.4 12.4 13.1 20.5
18.2 18.5 21.5 20.9 2~.2 19.7 18.7 16.6 17.9 10.1 14.2 14.8 18.1
17.625.1 25.1 23.8 23.8 24.7 21.0 24.1 20.7 13.2 13.6 15.5 20.8

Source: Papaya Administrative Committee Monthly Report
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Because of storage function feasibility, dried and pureed papaya

have less price fluctuations. Pureed papaya average at 30¢ per pound,

FOB-Destination. The negotiation for better terms should be possible as

the market for all papaya products increase. The retail price of dried

fruit now ranges between 1.59¢ per pound to $4.00 per pound in bulk. Since

papaya is an "exotic" fruit, it is expected the $4.00 price is attainable.
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SUPPLY OF PAPAYA PRODUCTS

In 1978, the industry's peak year of production, over 83 million

pounds of papaya were produced with approximately 5% being unusable. Of

the remaining, approximately 54 million was sold as fresh papaya and 9

million used in puree production. Over 15 million pounds of papaya was

not used or sold by the farmer. Also in 1978 growers yielded 29,200 pounds

per acre. A technical description of the papaya fruit industry, cultivation

and composition is included in the "Fruits available for Processing" section.

Considering the fact that approximately 2900 acres of Big Island land

is under the control of papaya growers., it is possible that over 80 million

pounds of usable papaya could be produced by the Big Island alon~. Another

10-20 million can be produced on the other islands. This represents the

short-run potential.

Additional land is available in the P~na District for papaya produc

tion. The State of Hawaii has approximately 1080 acres of land available

for lease that could be used. Additionally, the Hawaiian Homes Commission

and private individuals have acreage not otherwise being used. The State's

acreage alon~ represents a possible 30 mi11iori pounds of new papaya

production. Additional acreage has become available due to the closing

of AmFac's Puna Sugar operation.

Supply is not a problem. If farmers can be shown that it will be pro

fitable it is assumed they will increase production. Growers are cautious

because it costs $1200 to $2000 an acre to prepare new land for planting.

The supply of fresh papaya (the farmers money crop) is dependent upon

expected prices which is dependent upon demand. The supply of sub-standard
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papaya for processing into puree or dried papaya is dependent upon how

much fresh papaya growers are willing to produce.

To compete in the market for puree and dried papaya, low cost sources

of ~?paya are necessary. Because of the low price paid to farmers for

their "culled" papaya, the pureed and dried papaya must of necessity be

considered a by-product of fresh papaya production. It should be noted

here that some research is being performed to develop a low cost, large

"melon-type" papaya for processing purposes. To date no such product is

on the market.

A potential supply problem may exist for both puree and dry processors

if they rely totally on substandard papaya. Table 3 examines papaya

production yields and the type of utilization from 1970-1980.

One may note the effects of poor production years on the fruit

available for processing. It is possible that high demands for processed

fruit during bad production years could force the price of substandard

fruit up from its exceptionally low average of 3-5 cents per lb.

Fresh Papaya Packing

There are five major companies that pack and process papaya. These

organizations along with the number of acres, from which .their papaya come

and the total number of acres each has available for production are as

follows:

Total %
Acres of

Company Available Total

Puna Papaya 1255 43%
Mr. Papaya 750 26
Ono Pac 4QO 14
Diamond Head 3.00 10
Del Monte 200 7
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TABLE 3

PAPAYAS: Number of farms, acreage, yield, utilization, price, and value,
b i 1 d 1976 80ly S an s, -

Yield Utilized Utilization Price per pound Value of
Acreage per produc- I c:"',

FreshlProcessedlA11
utilized

,.) Year Farms1 harvested1 acre tion Fresh Processed production,

Number Acres ---------1,000 pounds----------- -------Cents------ 1,000 dollar

STATE

1976 178 1,930 25.9 50,037 43,588 6,449 13.5 3.8 12.3 6,134
1977 186 2,155 29.5 63,548 53,987 9,561 13.2 2/4.7 11.9 7,565
1978 183 2,190 29.2 64,000 54,624 9,376 14.4 t~4.6 13.0 8,304
1979 194 2,210 18.6 41,015 36,446 4,569 25.6 - 4.0 23.2 /,510
1980 197 1,950 24.9 48,916 45,360 3,556 21. 7 '!:./3.4 20.4 1 9,979

.
HAWAII

1976 116 1,670 23.7 39,548 37,652 1,896 12.9 3.5 12.5 4,923
1977 113 1,745 24.1 42,000 40,479 1,521 12.7 2/ 12.3 5,186
1978 108 1,740 25.2 43,860 41,656 2,204 13.6 2/ 13.1 5,738
1979 112 1,820 16.8 30,565 27,129 3,436 24.2 2/ 21.9 6,680
1980 108 1,665 24.5 41,255 37,947 3,308 21.1 2/ 19.7 8,127

KAUAI

1976 32 100 26.2 2,624 2,621 3 17 .6~ !l../4.9 17 .6 461
1977 32 155 40.0 6,196 6,195 1 5/13.2 2/ 5/9.9 5/2,000
1978 28 135 39.0 5,263 5,117 146 5/15.4 2/ 5711.4 5/2,094
1979 32 160 35.4 5,672 5,413 259 5/27.8 2/ 5/25.4 5/2,422
1980 37 200 30.5 6,096 5,967 129 5/20.8 2/ 5/20.5 5/1,286

MAUI/MOLOKAI

1976 6 110 58.5 6,432 . 1,885 4,547 11. 7 3.9 6.2 398
1977 5 210 66.4 13,939 5,919 8,020 5/ 2/ 5/ 5/
1978 5 260 50.6 13,167 6,152 7,015 5/ 2/ 5/ 5/
1979 7 165 23.4 3,866 3,035 831 5/ 2/ 5/ 5/
1980 4 10 17.6 176 176 0 5/ 2/ 5/ 5/

,-
OAHU--

1976 24 50 28.7 1,433 1,430 3 24.6 4/ 24.6 352
1977 36 45 31.4 1,413 1,394 19 27.1 2/ 26.8 379
1978 42 55 31.1 1,710 1,699 11 27.8 2/ 27.6 472
1979 43 65 14.0 912 869 43 46.7 2/ 44.7 408
1980 48 75 18.5 1,389 1,270 119 44.7 2/ 41.1 571

1/ Average of monthly estimates.
2/ Island data not shown separately to avoid disclosure of individual operations but

combined and included in the State total.
3/ Sum of island estimates may not add to State total due to rounding.
4/ Kauai and Oahu processed combined to avoid disclosure of individual operations
5/ Kauai and Maui combined to avoid disclosure of individual operations.

~OURCE: Statistics of Hawaiian Agriculture 1980
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These figures provide an indication of the potential supply of papaya

available to each packer at the present time. It should be noted that Puna

Papaya, and AmFac company, now produces 36% of the Island's papaya. With

the acreage under its control, and its more aggressive marketing plans, Puna

Papaya is expected to produce about 43% of the papaya by 1985. This assumes

the industry will grow at a 8-10% rate per year and no change in marketing

technique of the other packers will occur. The current papaya acreage

utilization is shown in Table 4.

At the present time, Puna Papaya is the only company that culls the

papaya at their plant. The farmers who sell and distribute through Mr. Papaya,

Diamond Head, and Ono Pac, do most of the culling in the field and bring the

rest to these distributors which in turn do their own culling and sell the .

rejected fruit to Suisan Fruit Processing or Hawaiian Fruit Flavors for puree

processing.
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TABLE 4

M 1982ii hd f h i1i iPAPAYAS HARVEST. acreage an res ut zat on w t compar sons, ay.
.. Acreage Expected

Total acreage Acreage harvested for Fresh fresh

Island in crop harvest utilization utilization

Apr. 1, Apr. 1, May April May May April May
1981 1982 1981 1982 1982- 1981 1982 1982

-------------Acres---------- ----------1,000 pounds---------

Hawaii•••••••• 2,630 2,680 1,720 1,950 2,010 4,094 3.430 4,160
Kauai •.•.• ..•.• 340 225 250 140 125 741 245 250
Maui/Oahu1•••• 120 130 75 90 90 135 85 90

State 2,180 3,760

1/ Combined to avoid disclosure of individual operations.

Source: Papaya Administrative Committee monthly report.
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PAPAYA PROCESSING

If PAC projections are correct and assuming 20% of fresh papaya are

considered culls, by 1985 approximately 16 million pounds of papaya can be

available for processing pureed or dried fruit.

At present, there are three major companies making puree, Puna Papaya,

Suisan Fruit Processing and Hawaiian Fruit Flavors. Puna Papaya deals sole~y

with papaya while the others process guava and passion fruit as well. The Big

Island's total production capacity devoted to papaya is estimated at 5000

to 6000 pounds per day. Except for Puna Papaya, the demands of puree pro

cessors for guava and passion fruit is increasing.

La Ma1o'o, a new papaya drying operation,produces approximately 500 1bs

of dried papaya a month using an experimental solar heat process. The product

is good, a bit sticky and tastes much like apricots. If 10 million pounds of

papaya were available for processing, it is estimated that approximately 800,000

pounds of dried papaya would result.

The following describes the production technology required in the packing

and processing of papaya products.
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Fresh Papaya Packing

In the typical packing plant, the papaya is received in field boxes.

These boxes are dipped in 120°F water for 10 minutes to kill any larvae on

the skin. The boxes are then sprayed with cold water to prevent over-

heating of the fruit. After heat treatmen~, the papaya is fumigated with

ethylene dibromide and is ready for packing.

In the packing plant, the papaya is sorted by its ripeness and size.

They are then packed into different size boxes for shipment. Refrigeration

of the packed boxes is needed until actual shipment.

Puree Processing
,

The typical puree processing plant, washes the papaya before entering

a slicer. The sliced papaya are then mashed, and seeds and skin separated

from the pulp through a rotating sieving system. The juice is then chilled

and pH of the juice adjusted. The.chilled juice is packed in plastic

bags or drums for shipment. The main;disadvantage of this processing is

that the juice needs refrigeration throughout the distribution process.

A new process called the asceptic process has been established. In

this process the juice is heated to 205°F for a set time and quickly chilled

to BO°F and packed under sterile conditions in containers. The advantage

of this process is that the finished product need not be refrigerated.

Papaya Drying Process

The papaya drying is normally done by first removing the skin and

seeds. Then, the product can be either dried in halves or quarters or

in 1"-2" chunks. The optimum drying temperature is between 140-150°F and

the drying time is approximately 24 hours depending on the ambient humidity.

The finished product can be either 15% moisture apricot-like product or 5-6%

j dried product.
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PILOT PLANT FACILITY

At this time the specific pilot plant design parameters are nebulous, but

preliminary evaluation of basic inputs have been considered. The following

then describes these factors for an assumed pilot plant operational duration of

12 months.

PLANT DESCRIPTION

A verbal commitment for supplying 1,000 pounds papaya fruit per day has been

reached by Dr. Bill Chen of RCUH and Mr. Peter Hauaunio representing papaya farmers

of Puna Hui Ohana. It will assure a daily supply of 1,000 pounds papaya, five days

a week delivered at the pilot plant site. Price will probably be a function of

prevalent market prices at the time of delivery) although fixed rates

might also be negotiated. The current price for papaya culls is $0.03 per pound

of delivered fruit.

Based on the availability of 1,000 pounds of delivered fruit, .the pilot

plant capacity was selected to be 1,000 pounds per day, operating 5 days per

week. Figure 1 shows a tentative plot plan of the pilot plant facility at the

HGP-A power plant site. Specific information regarding the pilot plant are

listed below.

1. Building (Figure 2)

a. A standard pre-engineered metal fr~me building (20' x 30') houses

the papaya receiving, fruit preparation and packaging, dryer pro

duct storage, and administrative/office functions.

b. A concrete floor slab is utilized throughout building.

c. Office preparation and dryer areas are screened for insects but have

no ceiling.

2. Utilities and Resource

a. Geothermal brine is available via an existing 3" diameter pipeline
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running within 50 feet of the building. A one inch tap-off is as

sumed for the pilot plant facility. Total flow in the 3" pipe is not

less than 100 gpm at 160 psig (t),saturated.

b. Electricity is available at $0.054 p~r kWh frbm the HGP-A power plant

for pilot plant work. Any follow-on commercial venture would be

subject to regular HELCO rates. Depending on ,the actual consumption

of such a venture, rates could be considered under any of several

schedules G, H or P, included in Appendix A.The fuel adjustment

rate referred to in ~ach schedule was $0.0415825 per kWh as of

June 1, 1982.

c. Potable water is available from tw~ sources •. ,The first is from the

power plant system an~the other is directly from ,the County water

main. Each source ultimately is tied into the County system. The

assumption for ,the pilot plant has been that water would be made

availabl~ from the pow~r plant and metered at ,the pilot plant.

Should a tap directly into the County 8" main be r~quired, an esti

mated $2,250 charge is anticipated for a 1"ineter(60 gpm) or $7,000

for a 2" meter (160 gpm). Assurancesha\Tebeenvet~ally made by

the Department of Water Supply for granting a l"meter. A2" meter

hook up approval, however, is subject to system supply evaluation at

the time of application. Water is presently being .charged at $0.82

per 'thousand gall()ns~ with a nimimumcharge o£·$6.50/month.

d. 'Service air will be available to .the pilot plant from the power plant

at 100 psigifit isrequired~Noprovisionhas been made in the

cost estimate to pipe this air to ,the pilot .plant.

e. Instrument air has been assumed to be generated by a pilot plant

compressor. Alternatively, power plant service air can be utilized

after filtering and dehumidification.
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f. Hot water is assumed generated by an electric hot water heater at

the pilot plant.

g. Wash down waste water is assumed to be handled by a separate cess

pool near the building. The cost of the cesspool is reflected in

the cost estimate for the pilot plant. There is no sewer system

servicing the general area of the HGP-A site.

To determine the process flow requirements of the papaya system, 14 papayas

were picked at random from the Del Monte packing facility in Hilo on June 2, 1982.

The ends of the fruit were cut off, then the fruit peeled, and de-seeded. Measure

ments and weights were recorded. Table B-1 shows the test data, indicating feed

stock to the dryer will be about 70% of raw fruit weight. While the sampling is

relatively small, it does indicate ball park numbers, and was deemed sufficient

for the present purposes. Figure 3 shows a process flow diagram of the pilot

plant.

Further testing of the fruit to determine more exact process flow streams

is recommended prior to any pilot plant design. More samples of actual culls

from Puna Hui Ohana should be used as well as informational input from Foremost

McKesson on process requirements, to determine a statistically definable test.

Figure 4 describes in general, the possible utilization of geothermal waste

heat for the pilot plant. One option is to use the geothermal brines directly

while the other option utilizes a cleaner flashed steam at a lower pressure. The

preliminary control scheme of the dryer is presented in Appendix C. The proposed

controls allow for unattended operation of the dryer during the evening hours.
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The operation of the pilot plant then involves receiving and preparation

and loading of the fruit during the day. Drying would commence in the after-

noon and continue unattended 9v~rnight. The dried batch of papayas is removed

from the dryer the following day and packaged and a new batch of papayas is loaded

for drying. Five batches are processed per week, necessitating a Monday through

Saturday operation.

MANNING REQUIREMENTS

Projected staffing for this project are three operators and an on-site

program manager. The program manager will coordinate all work including test

programs. Compilation and evaluation of data will also be part of the manager's

function. Work assignments of the three operators are listed in Table 1. Work

hours will be 7 hours per day Monday through Friday and 5 hours on Saturday.

CAPITAL COST REQUIREMENTS

Capital cost of the facility is estimated to be $200,000, which includes a

building, dryer, office, preparation area, and all piping and equipment. Table 2

shows the capital cost breakdown of the base test facility. Table 3 reflects a

cost additive should the cleaner steam system of Figure 4 be incorporated.

PILOT PLANT PROGRAM COST

Total predicted pilot plant program cost is $300,000 for the twelve month

test program. Plant construction and engineering contributes $200,000 of this

cost,while ° &M will cost $100,000. In the predicted cost above, there is no

allocation for expenses and labor to be incurred by Foremost McKesson and RCUB.
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TABLE 1

fAPAYA TEST FACILITY
PROPOSED WORK SCHEDULE

FUNCTION PERIOD

1. Remove trays, package, label, box Mon - Fri

2. Prepare fruits @45 seconds per fruit,
800 fruits @1.25 pounds Mon - Fri

3. Stack fruit on trays Mon - Fri

4. Wash down and sanitation Mon - Fri

5. Waste disposal @Pahoa Mon - Fri

6. Miscellaneous work and personnel Mon - Fri

7. Remove trays, package, label, box

8. Deliver product for shipment

9. Miscellaneous R &M,personal

Sat

Sat

Sat

MANHOURS

6.0

10.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

2.0

SUBTOTAL 21.0

6.0

4.0

5.0

SUBTOTAL 15.0
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ITEM

1. SITE WORK
A. Mobilization, L.S.
B. Grading, L.S.
C. Paving, $10/SY

TABLE 2

PAPAYA DRYING TEST FACILITY

COST ESTIMATE

500
1,000
4,000

COST

$ 5,500

2. BUILDING (20' X 30') 37,200
A. 4" Slab and Foundation, $400/CY 3,200
B. Structure, including painting, $30/SF 18,000
C. Electrical, including dryer fans, L.S. 11 ,000
D. Office/Maintenance furniture, equipment, L.S. 5,000

3. DRYER 31,700
A. Base price ($25,000), plus 10% frei ght and

insurance (National Dryer) 27,500
B. Ductwork, L. S. 1,000
C. Installation, L.S. 3,200

4. DRYER INSTRUMENTATION 41,275

A. Recorder, Doric Digetrend 235 5,500
B. Temperature Controllers (2) Fisher 5190 Series 2,200
C. 111 Brine Control Valve, Fisher GS with Fisher

513 Actuator 400
D. Damper Actuators (2), Fisher 656 Long Stroke

Spring and Diaphragm 500
E. Relative Humidity Transmitters (2) Yellow

Springs Instrument Co. YSI 1,000
F. 111 Brine Flowmeter, Hershey with Transmitter,

Register and Pulse Output 950
G. Temperature Sensors (7), Resistance

Temperature Detector (RTD) Type 525
H. Pressure Sensors (6), with Analog Converter 3,000
I. Infrared moisture sensor, same model as used

in commercial peach and pear drying, Moisture
Register Co. 14,000

J. Miscellaneous Instrumentation, Supplies,
Piping, L.S. 6,000

K. Installation, 3m X 6d X $50 X 8 7,200
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Table 2
Page Two

')

5. PROCESS PIPING AND INSULATION $15,600

A. Materials, PVF, L.S. 6,000
B. Installation 3m X8d X 50 X8 9,600

6•. PORTABLE WATER 3,200

Assume 4 fixtures at $800 each

7. SANITARY WASTE 4,500

Cesspools, L.S. 3,000
Plumbing, L.S. 1,500

8. ENGINEERING 20,000

9. SUBTOTAL 158,975

10. CONTIGENCY,20% 31,975

II. SUBTOTAL 190,770

12. STATE GENERAL EXCISE TAX, 4% 7,630

13. GRAND TOTAL $198,400

SAY $200,000
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TABLE 3
'PAPAYA DRYING TEST'FACILITY

ADDITIVE COST ESTIMATE
FOR 15 PSIG STEAM SYSTEM

l. Flash Separator with Level Controller $12,000

a. Separator, L.S. $11 ,000
b. Shipping & Insurance 10% 1,100

2. Centrifugal Separator 2,200

a. Anderson 2,000
b. Shipping & Insurance 10% 200

3. Instrumentation 400

1m X 1d X 50 X 8

4. Process Piping 2,900

a. Materials 500
b. Labor 3m X 2d X 50 X 8 Z,400

5. Insulation 6,800

a. Materials 2,000
b. Labor 3m X 4d X 50 X8 4,800

6. Engineering 2,500

7. Subtotal 26,900

8. Contingency 5,380

9. Grand Total 32,280

SAY $J5,000
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TABLE 4

PAPAYA TEST FACILITY

PREDICTED 12 MONTH PLANT OPERATION AND CAPITAL

DESCRIPTION

1. Labor

COST DOLLARS

$ 55,000

a. Manager @2,000/mo., 25% fringes
b. Operators, (3) , @$4.00/hr., 25%

fringes

2. Electricity @$0.054/kWh

a. A/C @1kw, 44 hr/wk
b. Fans, Circulation & Exhaust, @5 kw

total connected, 80% utilization,
20 hr/day, 5 day/wk .

c. Lights @1kw, 44 hr/wk
d. Hot water, 70°F to 120°F, 100 gal/day,

5 day/wk
e. Miscellaneous uses, hot pad, oven,

compressor, instrumentation, 2kw,
44 h/wk .

3. Potable Water, L.S. @ $lO/mo

4. Shipping (products)

a. Truck delivery @45 mi per day,
1 day/wk,@ $15/mi

b. Ship delivery to West Coast @
freight rates per Appendix D,
@ 35 pounds per cubic feet, 81 x5 =
405 pounds/wk

5. Transportation (personal &waste)

pick up truck rental @$300/mo.,
12 mo
Mileage, 5,000 mile/yr., @0.15/mile

6. Tradesperson callout

Repair and adjustment of equipment
8 hr/wk, $50/hr., 1/2 yr.

45

$30,000

25,000

2,288 kWh

26,000
2,288

3,170

4,576
38,322 kWh

350

1,355

3,600
800

2,100

100

1,700

4,400

10,400



Table 4
Page 2

7. Fruit purchase @ $0.03/LB.,
1,000 pounds/day, 5 day/wk.

8. Contingency, @ 20%

9. Round Off

10. Plant Capital Cost

46

SUBTOTAL

SUBTOTAL

SUBTOTAL

GRAND TOTAL

7,800

$ 81,500

14,700

96,200

100,000

200,000

$300,000



Hawaiian Fruits Available for Processing

Included in this section is a brief description of the cultivation

and chemical and nutrient composition of fresh fruits produced in the

State of Hawaii. These can be available for processing and include Banana, ,

Guava, Mango, Papaya and Pineapple. Annotated Bibliographies for each is

found at the end of this report.
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BANANA

Banana; Musa spp., (Musaceae) are native to the tropics of the old world
and are nCM common in tropical Arneric.a and Asia. Bananas require about
6-7 inches of rain monthly, a temperature range between 700 -850 . F with
gentle trades to provide air circulation within the orchard. Plants should
be planted where they receive full sm and in soils that are well drained
and aerated. Banana plants are "propagated vegetatively by means of suckers.
The planting space will vary from 8"' x 10' to 18' x 18' depending on the
variety to be planted.

Dried banana products" care in severalfonns. Banana "figs" are whole or
half dried bananas and have been lalovm since the 11th century. Prior to
nodern technology, banana figs were dried in the Stm. Currently they are
dried in a forced draft oven or a tunnel dryer to 17-20% moisture content.
Freeze and osmo-vac are other methods of drying bananas. Banana puree may
be placed in a drum dryer to form banana flakes.

Nutritionaly, half ripe bananas 'consist primarily of starches where as ripe
bananas consist of sugars. The cornposition of bananas (Williams hybrid)
per 100 grams of the edible portion are as follows:

MoistUre
Food energy
protein .
Fat
Total Carbohydrate
Fiber
Ash
Calcium

71.33% Phosphorous
100.0 Calories Iron

1.08 grams " Vitamin A
0.13 grams Thiamine

26 .56grams Biboflavin
0.11 grams Niacin

. 0.90 grams Ascorbic Acid
5.0 milligrams

17. 5 milligrams
o.49 milligrams

88.0 micrograms
0.044 milligrams
0.045 milligrams
o.690 milligrams
5 .1 milligrams

As of 1980 there were 159 banana farms in the State totaling 1,310 acres
of which 580 acres were harvested yielding 4,600,000 Ths. For the same
year the island of Hawaii had 25 farms totaling 265 acres of which 105
acres were harvested which yielded 1,560,000 Ths.
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GUAVA

Guava, Psidium gUcijava L., (Myrtaceae)· is a: la.Vevergreen tree or shrub six
to 25 f~et high, withwide~spreadi.ng .branches and square ; downy twigs ,is a
native of tropical America. Guavagra,vs in all soil type? in Hawaii from sea
level to the 3,000' elevation. Ha.vever the best available land should be used
ifrnaxi.mum· production is deSired. Planting space should be 8' x 24'. .This
spacing will result. in rnax:i.Im.nn production and profitability in the shortest
ti.Ire.Asaruleof thumb, 1 1b (CTA Mac #4 or erA Mac #8) fertilizer per
year per inch di.i:llleter of the guava main trunk is recamnended to be applied
twice a year. The time .between flowering and harvesting is 5 to' 6 JIOnths
depending on environmental. conditions, 'andin general there. are two harvests
per year. After planting,it requires three years before fruits are harvested.
Maximum production is generally attained seven years after planting (35,000
lbs/acreL .. . .

Guavas· trees· are propagated by neans of grefting to insure the. true guava .
cultivar. Comnercial processing cultivarsinclude BeaUJIDnt B-30,Ka hua kula .
No. 097, Puertq Rico No.2, Pink acid and Patillo. Most camnercial growers
in Hawaii plant Beat.lJIOnt B-30 orKa hua kula No. 097.

Guava is a good source of niacin and vitamin C. The rind portion contain rrore
vitamin C than the pulp and seeds~ The cOlTg?OSition of guava per 100 grams of
edible portion··include the fOllCMing:

tbisture
Calories·
Protein .
Fat
Total·· Carl>ohydrate
Fiber .
Ash
Calcium

81. 75%
65 .0 calories

0.75 grams
0.24 grams ,

'16 •76' grams
6 .81{ gramS·
0.50 gramS

; 9 •5 milligrams

Phosphorous
Iron
,Vitamin A
Thiamine
Riboflavin
Niacin
VitaminC

21.6 milligrams
1.49 milligrams

..109;0 micrograms
. 0.037 milligrams
0.053milligrarns
1.28 milligrams

70.350.milligrams

'!he primary use of guava is for jams, jelly, and juice. In some tropical
cotnitriesapaste $.smadefrom·guavapureeby boiling it. 'Ibis paste is
ftn'rther dried in the Stn1 as a· thin .sheet spread on trays forming "leathers."
Guava puree canbefoaffi dried

"
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MANGO

Mango, M:ingifera "indica L., CAnacardiaceae) is an evergreen fruit tree native
o Southeastern Asia. Mango is grown throughout the Hawaiian islands. There
are lIDre nango trees planted in backyards than those in COITllIErcial plantings.
There are approxinately 300 acres ,ofmango in cOlllllleI"Cial plantings, lIDSt of
which are located in MauL Mangos grow from sea level to aOOut 2,800 r. The
tree is not difficult to gro-.J and is tolerant to drought and poor soil
conditions, but require soils with good drainage. Corrrnen::ial mangos are
grc:Mn where the rainfall" is less than 60 ff per year. Best yields are obtain
ed where trees are exposed to continous full Silll.

There are JIEny mango varieties, but established varieties include Haden and
Pirie. other varieties include Ah Ping, Zill, Gouveia, Irwin, Joe Welch,
Kensington, Kent, Julie, Buchanan, Ono, Waterhouse, Edwards," Pope, Fairchild,
Georgiana, funi K. and Smith. If a particular variety is desired, the plant
should be grafted, but the trees may be grown from seed. Trees should be
planted 35-40 feet aPart. Grafted mango trees "usually produce a few fruits
by the fourth year in dry lowland areas • Crops of 25-400 lbs/tree can be
expected in the 5th to 7th year if flowering occurs. Yields. of 200-1,000
lbs/tree can be expected between 8-14 years. Trees over 15 years have been
reported to have crops over 1,000 lbs/tree.

M3ngos are a good source of provitaminA. The composition of the mango
fruit (Haden) per 100 grams" edible portion are as follows: .

lliisture
Food Energy
Protein
Fat
Total Carbohydrates
Fiber
Ash "
Calcium

84.12% Phosphorous
56.00 calories Iron
0.39 grams Vitamin A
o•07 grams 'Ihiarnine

15 .05 gr'arrLs Riboflavin
o.54 grams Niacin
0.42 grams "Ascorbic acid
8.1 "milligrams

10.4 milligrams
o.16 milligrams

2813.0 micrograms
a.041 milligrams
o•057 milligrams
o.30 milligrams

15.1 milligrams

Enzymes present in the f:ruit include peroixdase, catalase and polyhenolase.

Mangos can be processed into puree and can be drum dried to form dried
flakes or powder with 3% lIDisture content.
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PAPAYA

Papaya, Carica 'papaya L., (Caricaceae) is nativ~ t9. tropical America. It is a
rapid gr<:Ming, hollav single·'steIIDred, short liveo'perennial which can attain a
height of 25 feet or nore under favorable environments. The principal COJIllrer
cial producing area is 1<'apoho in the Puna District of the island of Hawaii (up
to 300' elevation). There are several varieties which have,been developed in
Hawaii. They inclUde, Solo <Introduced from Barbados and Jamaica), Line 5,
Line 8, Kapoho, MasUJn:::)to Solo, Line 10, Sunrise Solo and Waimanalo. These var
ieties are derived from the Solo papaya.

.Papayas are· capable of~ in nost soils having soil pH of 6.5-7. 0 with
good drainage•. The annual rainfall of papaya gr<:Ming areas range from 60-100

.inches per year. The best temperature range for papaya growth range from 69.70

to 80. 80 F. Papaya trees that have well developed root systems can tolerate
winds up to 50 mph although wind breaks are recommended in windy areas.

Plants are started frOm :fresh seeds which germinate within 10 to 14 days. Six
weeks after germination" the seedlings are thinned-out with the exception of
two to three of the healthiest seedlings. At five nonths age, flowers are
present, thus enabling the selection of one henna.phrodic or female tree. Trees
are fertilized (10-10-10) at a rate of 1 lb./tree/month for continued high pro
duction of bearing trees • Fruits are harvested before the end of the first
year and in cOtlll'OOI'Cial orchards the tree are cultivated for three years.
Estimated average potential yield of 38,000 lbs/acre during the first year and
25 ,000 lbslacre the second year in the Puna District

The composition" of the Solo variety per 100 grams of edible portion are as
follows: .

fuisture
Food Energy
Protein .
Fat'
Carbohydrate
Fiber
Ash
Calcium

86.8%
46.0 calories
0.39 gram'
0.06 gram

12.18 grams
0.58 gram
0.57 gram

29. 9 milligrarrs

. fhosphorous
Iron
Vitamin A

. Thiamine
Riboflavin
Niacin
Ascorbic Acid

11. 6 milligrams
o.19 milligrams

1093.00 micrograms
. 0.027 milligrams

0.043 milligrams
o•33 milligrams

84.0 milligrams

Enzynes t:hcit have been reported "from pa~ya fruit are as follows:

. Pectin esterase i.D. flesh 0~013 nequiv/min/g.
Papain in .latex of unripe fruit .
'Ihiog1ucosidase 3.2.3.1.
BenzylglucOsinolate
Invertase
Papaya calalase
Peroxidase
Nitrate reductase
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'!he composition of the papaya seeds are as follows:

fuisture
Fat
Protein
Ash
Total Carbohydrate

71. 89%
9.50%
8.40%
1.47%
9.44%

The characteristics of papaya seed oil are a.$ follows:

Refractive index (40OC) 1.4627
Specific gravity (25OC) 0.9130
Unsaponifiable matter . . 2.11%
Saponification value 193.4
Iodine·no~ 74.77
Free fatty acids . 1.11%
Viscosity339.41
Papaya is cOnsidered to be low in polyunsaturated fatty acids.

Papaya seed oil fatty. acid. composition are a.q follows:

. Lauric
Myristic
Palmitic
Stearic
Oleic
Linoleic
Linolenic
Arachidic
Behenic

0.13
0.16

15~13 .
3.61 ..

71.60
7.68
0.60
0.87
0.22
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PINEAPPLE

'The pineapple; ·Anci.naSccmosus (L.) (Brom:lliaceae), probably originated in
Brazil and has spread throughtout the· tropics. The principal commercial
variety is the Snooth Cayenne which are gra.m prinarily on the islands of
M:>lokai, Lanai, Maui and Kauai. In Hawaii pineapples gr'(M well cit the
higher elevations (up to ·3,000') and dryer locations. The plants prefer
well drained· sandy loam with a pH of 5-6. .Plants should be spaced from
12 to 18 inches aPart. Pineapples are are propagated vegetatively by
means· of the crown cut from the top of the fruit, slips and suckers. Plants
grGm from suckers produce frits in approximately 17-18 months, those from
slips in 21 to 22 rronths while those grown from Cn:M1S require 23 to 26
rronths .•.

The composition of pineapple (Srrooth Cayenne) Per 106 grams of edible
portion are as follows:

fuist\.n:'\:!
Food· energy
Protein
Fat
Total Carbohydrate
Fiber
Ash .
Calcium

85.54%
52.0 Calories
0.45 gram;;
0.21 grams

13.51 grams.
0.50 grams
0.29 grams

18.4 milligram;;

Phosphorous
Iron

. Vitamin A
'Thiamine
Riboflavin
Niacin
Ascorbic Acid ..

1l.5 milligrams
o•26 milligrams

trace
0.085 milligrams
0.036 milligrams
a•24 milligrams

10.1 milligrams

In 1980 the~ were 18cOImIercial pineapple farms in the State totaling
43,000 acres. The total production was 657,000 tons of which 101,000
tons were sold as fresh fruits. 'Thererrai.n:i..ng tonage were processed for
canning•.
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Stability of dried fruits in the t:ropic regions was the subject of
an early study by these authors in which they measured changes in dried
fruits.
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quality.
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type drier (a.i.t' dri~rn) orin a freeze #ie~.As a means of preservation,
drying is. perlla.psthe JIOst important. The pulp may be dried as figs,
chips (i.e•.·thin transverse slices), flour or powder and .s~ reference
to the p~paration of all these products has been made above. They are
mostly to be regarded as preparations in their own right rather than as
a means of preservation. In Samoa the ripe fruit is oven-~ied, wrapped
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L.) cv. Sardar (L 49). J.,Res.l0(2): 242-247. '.
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Dept. of Agric., Div. of' Marketing & Consumer Serv. 27 pp.
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nectar, papaya products and passion fruit juice.
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products. State Dept. of "Planning and Econ. Development., Honolulu,
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Japan ,import statistics, ~ansportation for guava products, distrib~tion,

price analysis, competitors, future market projections, and recorrmen:"
dations. .

Anonynous. 1981. Statistics of Hawaiian Agriiculture 1980. Hawaii Dept •
. of Agric.,:Marketing &Consum:r Se:rv. Div.

Production data for pineapple.," bananas, papayas and guava and other
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. Development· Div." Dept. of Plarming and Econ. Development.
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v
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cultivation. The conservative budget reflects actualcomrercial
production (1973). .The intensive budget reflects experilrental
conditions already proven to be feasible.

Muraki, N. and P~ Saint-Hilaire. 1977.
from guava fruit. Nairobi, Kenya:

Pectin of good commercial grade
Nairobi University. .

As part of an analysis of potential guava by-products, techniques for
extracting pectin are examined. .

Nogueira., J.N. and J. Soybibe Sobrinho. 1978. Retention of ascorbic .
. acid and beta-carotene in freeze-dried red guava pulp (Psiditun guajava
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Pradad, A. and J.P. Shukla. 1979. Studies on the riPening and storage
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Instituto de Tecnologia·de Al:i.mentos.

Comparative studies on the qualityof guava nectar and concentrated
sweetened guava puree prepared fIUlIlfrozen guava puree stored for six
rronths at 200C or from guava puree preserved with Na.2S205, and stored
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Scott, F., Jr. 1958. COlTllIercial Uses and consumer preferences for Hawaiian
Guava products. Univ. Hawaii, Hawaii Agric. Exp. Sm. Agric. Econ.

. Bull. 13. .
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of survey results, for modification of the nectar in order to make it
rrore appealing to mainland tastes.·

Scott, F., Jr. 1958. An economic analysis of the market for frozen guava
nectar base. Univ. of Hawaii, Hawaii Agric. Exp. Sm.
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No. 230. "'-"; ,

By examining the Hawaii market for guava nectar, comparing findings from
previous analyses of guava markets and markets for passion' fruit, and
expanding data obtained from ,a test marketiri Sacramento, Ccilifornia,
the report provides an indication of the l'1ai.nland market potential for

. guava nectar.
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nectar. Univ .. of Hawaii, Coop. Ext. Serv. Misc. Pub. No. ill.

Reports the 'results of' test marketing· of frozen .or heat processed
guava nectar - with and without the aid of television cOII'm:rrcials.
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pruducers by a.1.nost 600%.
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calcitun treatments on the storage life of guava fruits (Psiditun
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in metropolitan Honolulu. Univ. Hawaii, Dept.Agric. Economics.
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~
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Refrigeration at 550 F isrecamrrended as fruits at the mature gre~
or ripe stages of maturity can be held for a week at this teinperature
without quality loss.
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Packer 6(4): 12, 33.
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drum dryer was used.' The flake product, containing 3.5%noisture, was
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rehydration characteristics. .

Brekke, J .E., C.G. Cavaletto, A.E. Staffcm:1 and H. T. Chan, Jr. 1975.
Mango: Processed products. USDA ARS W-23. 26 pp.
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Solar drying mango slices
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Dabhade, R.S. and D.M.Khedkar. 1980. Studies on drying and dehydration of
raw mangoes for. 'preparation of ,mango poWdef\~Part II. 'Mango drops and
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Puerto 'Rico.
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Po1yphenolsofMangifera 'indica.•. Phytochemistry 10: 2239-2241.
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172-177. . ',

. -
A mango cereal flake product is described' as· being -tasty and' nutritious,
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of nanga pulp, cooked flour. paste, and sugar, and contains 1.2 to 2.0%
moisture.' ' .

... "

. Jmtgawala, R.B. and H.R~ Cama.. 1963. Carotenoids in mango. Indust. J.
Chern. 1: 36-40. .
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Agric. Exp. Stn.· Tech. Bull. 26. 24 pp. .
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PAPAYA BIBLIOGRAPHY

Angara, F. S., J. ~.l:1ng and U. Agena. 1969 . Deve10prreIlt and perform3Ilce
of equipnent for removal of papaya flesh. hrer. Soc. Agr. Eng.
Trans. 12(6):745-747.

Anonynous. 1977. A Japan-market study of selected Hawaiian agricultural
products. Dept. Planning and Econ. Develop., State of Hawaii. 72 pp.

. Deals with fresh papaya, papaya and guava puree and juices as well
as anthuriums. Papaya puree has failed to gru.N in Japan market due
to tropical flavor, also a 'l¢ conm:xli:ty" tax. No sharp gru..rth is
expected unless Japan's import quota is lifted on guava juice.

Anonynous. 1977. Hawaii's tropical fruits processing industry. State
Dept. of Agric. Div. Marketing and Cons1..IJrer Serv.

Provides. an overview of.the guava, papaya and .passion fruit processing
industries' in Hawaii, including projections of fruit supply, nectar
value estimates, production figures and marketing info:nnation.

Anonymous. 1980. A plan for mareting Hawaiigru.NI1 papayas in Japan.
Papaya Admin. Comn. for Cal~dar year 1980. 10 pp.

Japan is an activemarket for fresh fruit· attested by the large
voltJJreS of imported bananas, citrus fruits and more recently kiwi
fruit, cherries and .avocados. The initial and continued acceptance
of papayas offers substantial gr<Mth opportunities provided a
planned and .well organized advertising and promotion program is
adopted. .

Anonynous. 198L Statistics of Hawaiian agriculture 1980. Hawaii Dept.
. of Agric., Marketing and Consumer Serv. Div •

Production data for pineapple, bananas ~ papayas, and guava and other
fruits and.vegetables (Agric. commodities).

Arriola, M.C", J.r. Calzada, J.F. Menchu, C.Rolz and R. Garcia. 1980.
Papaya (production, storage, composition). Tropical and subtropical
fruit: composition, properties., and uses. Nagy , S. and P.E. Shaw,
AVI Pub•. Co. ,Westport, Conn.: 316-340 • .

Aung, T. and B. Ross. 1965. J. Food Sci. 30: 144.

Determined the average pectin esterase activity in ripe papaya flesh
to be 0.013 mequiv/minlg.'Also heat inactivgtion of pectin esterase
in acidified' puree (pH4.2)irithe range·169 -186er which gave a z
value of nOF and a D180. of .10 min.

Bahadur~ K. and B.D. Atreya. 1960. Enzym::>logia 21: 325.

Proposed that certain inhibitors are fOI'fIed in papaya juice as ripening
. advances, and that the inhibitor deactivates the existing papain in the
lates.
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BlunIDerg, S., I. Schechter and A. Berger. 1970 • Eur. J. Biochem. 15: 97.

Separated active papain from the nonactive no1ecules by affinity chr0
matograph .

Brocklehurst, K., J. Carlsson, M.P.J• Kierstan and E.M. Crook•. 1973.
Preparation of fully active papain from dried papaya 1ates.. Biochem.
J. 133: 573.

Proposed that a mechahism of the activation of "propapain" through
irrtrano1ecular thio1;..disulfied interchange.

Broughton, W.J. and A.W. Hashim. 1977. Maturation of Malaysian fruits.
I. .Storage conditions and ripening of papaya (Carica papaya L. cv.
Sunrise solo). Mardi Res. Bull. 5(1): 59-72.

Burke, D.E., S.D. Lewis and J .A. Shafer. 1974. Arch. Biochem. Biophys.
164: 30.

Separated acti.ve papain from the noriactive no1ecules by affinity chro-
lIE.togreph. .

Carpenter, J.R., L.R.Ching and S. Fujiuyama. 1980. Evaluation of the
nutritional value of cull papaya fruit for nonogastric aniJIE.ls.
Proc. Arm. Meet. Arrer. Soc. Ani. Sci. West. Sec. 31: 98-102.

'Laboratoryrats were used.as the test animal.

Chan, H.T. Jr. ·1979. The chemistry and biochemistry of papaya. Trop.
Foods. 1:' 33-53.

Gives mineral analysis of. papaya flesh.

Clan, H.T. Jr., and C.G.Cavaletto~ 1978.. Dehydration and. storage
stability of papaya leather.. J. Food Sco. 43: 1723-1725.

Chan, H.T. Jr., T.S.K. Chang, A.E. Staffor.d and J~E. Brekke. 1971. J.
Agr'ic. Food Chem. 19 : 263.

Extracted and purified papaya acids by ion eXchange.and quantified by
glctohave IIElic, citric, and aiphaketog1utaric acids (O.464rnequiv/
100. gwet weight of papaya, respecti.vely) •

Chan, H.T. Jr., ·l{.A.Flath, R.R. Forrey and C. G.Cavaletto. 1973•
.J. Agric. Food Chem. 21: 566. .

Reported volatile flavor compounds of papaya.

Chan,H.T. Jr.,R.A. Heu, C.S.Tang, E.N. Okazaki and S.M. Ishizaki. 1978.
J. Food Sci. 43: 255.' .

Evaluated the possible utilization of papaya seeds. . Also gave
percent composition of papaya seeds. Also provided the fatty acid
composition of papaya seed oil.
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Chan, H.T. Jr. and S.C.M. Kwok. 1975. Food Sci. 40: 770.

Reported that the discrepancy in the anound of sUCJX>se in papaya as
reported by various authors was due to an invertase enzyme in papayas.
By inactivating the enzynes with microNave heat. Ripe papayas had
43.3% sucrose, 29.8% glucose and 21.9% fructose.

Chan, H.T. Jr. and S.C.M. Kwok. 1976. J. Food Sci. 41: 320.

High anounts of papaya invertase are present in papaya puree which
causes browning during processing and storage. This is a potential
problem in products containing'dehydrated papaya purees.

Chang,L.W.S., L.L. Morita and H.Y•.Yamamoto. 1965. J. Food Sci. 30: 128.

Deterinined the opti.rrnJm conditions for papaya pectin esterase activity
(PE) to be pH 7.5 and 9.2 m NaC1. PE was inhibited by sUCJX>se
thereby delaying the gelation of puree.

Chen, N. K. S. 1963. Chemical chapges during the postharvest ripen:iIl.g of ,
papaya .fruit. M. S. Thesis, 'University of Hawaii, Honlulu, HI. .

Reported that 60% of the sugars were sUCJX>se using a hot alcohol
extraction method. .

Development of a yield prediction m:x:lel. Use of mechanized harvesting,
pest control, postharvest research, Puna papaya marketing aspects.

Dreuth, J., J.N.JaTlSonius, R. Koekoek, L.A.A. Sluyterman and B.G. Wolthers.
1970. Phil. Trans. Roy. Soc" London B. 257: 231.

Presents a comprehensive review of the structure and the reaction
nechanism of papain. . .

Dreuth, J., J.N. Jansonius, R. Koekoek and B.G.. Wolthers •. 1971. Adv(s) in
Protein Chem. 25: 79.

Presents a camprehensive review of the structure and the reaction
mechanism of papain .

._:;
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Elliot, R. 1950. Prospects for marketing HaW.fi:fan papaya products in
the United States. ,Agric. Econ. Bull. 1, Hawaii Agric. 'Exp. Sm.,
Univ. Hawaii.

Esguerra, E.B., D.B~ Mendoza and E.B. Pantastico. 1978. Regulation of
fruit ripening. II. Use of perlite-KMn04- insert as an ethylene
absorbent. (onrnangoes, and bananas , storage life). Philippine
J. Sci. 107(1/2): 23-31.

Ettlinger, ~.G. and J.E. Hodgkins. 1956. J. arg. Chern. 21: 204.

Since papaya seeds are. sanetimes used as a sUbstitute for pepper,
these authors found that the spicy, pungent flavor was due to the
presence of benzyl isothiocyanate.

nath,R.A. and R.R. Torrey. 1977. J. Agric. Food Chern. 25: 103.

Reported volatile flavor compounds' of papaya. They concentrated the
volatiles of fresh papaya. fruit by several different methods.
Linalool was the major, component with srna.ller·arnounts of benzyl.
isothiocyanate. Minor quantities. of butyric" hexanoic, and octanoic
acids and their corresponding methyl esters were also present.
Phenylacetonitrile and linalool oxide ·also present. The relative
proportions of the major components, linalool, linalool oxide,
phenylacetonitrile, and benzyl isoi:hiocyanate were sh~ to be depen
dent upon the method of.' volatiles concentration.

Garrod, P ~ V. and W. Miklius .1976.,Effectof TV pronotionon developnent
of the papaya market on the Jrainland,Apilot experiment. Hawaii
Agric. Exp. S1:IJ.~ Univ~ Hawaii, ~pt~, Papaer4-3. 5 pp.

TV. prorrotion in ,this experiment didnttresult in a significarri:: increase
in papayas sales • '!his may be due to insufficient exposure due to
budget constraints • Only one specific' 30 sec. spot commercial was
used. Exposure of carnrr.tercial was during the day and fringe time. Also
'];V. ad effects, are '.delay~drather. than immediate .

Girl, J., V.Bhuvaneswari and R. Tamilarasu. 1980. Evaluation of the
. nutritive content of ·five varieties of papaya in ·different stages of
ripenirJg. Indian ,J. J~ut. & Diet. 17(9) : 319-325

liundtoft, E.B... 1976 • Papaya.handling from. fieldtornark,et. ,Proc. 12th
Ann. Hawaii Papaya Indus. Assoc.cpnf. ,Univ.• Hawaii Coop. Ext.
Servo Misc. Pub. 140: 7-13.

Papaya indu.c:;tiy and surface"'shipment tech. , Research on a.rapid
decay control process , Research on waxing for shrinkage control.

Jon~, W.S.and H. l<ubbta.1940'. Plant Physiol. 15: .71l.

Reported ,that sucrose as .18% of the. total s,ugars of papaya.
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Fresh papaya utiliza
Univ. Hawaii Agric. Exp.

Ortiz, N.A., S.L.Madrigal, H.R. Fernandez and R.D. Cooke. 1980. The
storage and drying characteristics of papaya (Carica papaya L.) latex.
J. Sci. Food &Agr. 31(5): 510-514.

Oioem .W~T~~·1930 •. Hawaii Agric. Exp. Stn. BulL 61, Honolulu, Hawaii.

Reported that sucrose was 0-13.2% of the total sugars in papaya.

Pratt, D.S. and J.I. Del Rosario. 1913. Philippine J. Sci. 8A: 59.

Reported that sucrose comprised of L 2-L 3% of the total sugars in
papaya.

Pulley, G.N. and H.W. von 1Desecke. 194L Fruit Product J. 21: 37 .

.Reported that the edible portion of· the papaya fruit has a pH range
of 4.5 to 6.0.

Rossinskii, V.I. 1978. Pawpaw cUltivation at Gagra and the production
of the proteolytic enzyme papain in the USSR. Byulletenf G1avnogo
Botanicheskogo Sada 107: 8-12.

Sanner, T. and A. Phil. 1963. J. BioI. Chern. 238: 165.

Fotmd that in active papain, the active site is cysteine-25 which
has a free sulfhydryl group.

Sawato, M. 1969. Changes in isozyne pattern and kinetics of heat
inactivation of peroxidase enzyme of papaya following gamma. irradiation.
M. S. Thesis, University of Hawaii., Honolulu, Hawaii.

Detennine the heat inactivation of isozymic pattern of papaya
peroxidase following garrma irradiation at 0, 75, and 300 krad.

Scott, F.S. Jr. 1976. M3rketing research on papaya products. Proc. 12th
Arm. Hawaii Papaya Indust. Assoc. Conf., Univ. HawaiiCoop. Ext. Serv.
Misc. Pub. 140: 4-6.

Progress report on the U. S. Mainland market potential for papaya
nectar and restaurant use of papaya in netropolitan Honolulu.

Shehata, S., F.S. Scott, Jr. and R.A. Souza. 1978.
tion by restaurants m. netropolitan Honolulu.
Stn. Dept. ppaer 40 ~ 12 pp.

Ske1tone, G.S. 1969. Phytochemistry 8: 57.

Reported that papain concentration in papaya latex reaches its
maximum just before ripening of the 'fruit.

Sluytennan, L.A.A. and J. Wijdenes. 1970. Biochim. Biophys. Acta 200:
593.

Separated active papain fn:m the nonactive nolecu1es by affinity
chrorncitograph .
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Katague, D.B. and E.R.Kirch. 1965. J. Phann. Sci. 54: 891.

Reported volatile flavor compounds of papaya. Reported the presence
of the honiologous series of nonnal primary alcohols from C1 to Cs and
its primary isoalcohols ~m C3 to C5 along with the corresponding
acetate esters. .

Khedkar, D.K., V.K. Pati1 and R.S. Dabhade. 1980. Studies on preparation
of tuti f:ruitifrom raw papaya (Carica papaya Linn.) fruit.
J. Food Sci. Tech., India. 17(4): 197-198.

Kimmel, J.R. and E.L. Smith. 1954. J. BioI. Chern. 207: 515.

Reported a method of purifying papain from papaya latex.

King, G.S., H. Sakanishi and E. Song. 1951. Food Eng. 23: 147.

Reported that sucrose comprised of 1. 2-1. 3% of the total sugars in
papaya.

. Or

Klein, I.B, and J. F. Kirsch. 1969. J. BioI. Chern. 244: 5928.

Showed that in the activatible papain, the ilio1 group is in a
dithio1inkage with another cysteone.

Kunirnitsu, D.K. and K.T.Yasunebu. 1967. Biochim. Biophys. Acta 139: 405.

Reported the crude papain contains at least two types of proteolytic
enzymes, papain, and chymopapain. Also reported when a solution
of papaya latex is brought to 0.45 saturated amnonium sulfate,
papain precipitates and chymopapain'remains in the supernatant.

Menery, R.C. and R.H.Jones. 1972. Aust. J. BioI. Sci. 25: 531.

Reported the .presence·· of ni.trate reductase .in .papayas • The
enzyme plays an important role in.controlling high nitrates
levels in AustI'alian-gr<::Wr1.papayas. ·ffigh nitrate levels were reported
to be causing' severe detinning in canned fruit products. Highest
nitrate reductase activity was found in. the exocarp.

Moore, D.J. .1980. A simple rnethodof collecting and drying papaya
(pawpaw) latex to produce crude papain. Rural Tech. Guide, 'I'r9P.
Prod. Inst. No.8., 19pp.

Nip, W.K."'19'B. Development and storage stability of ctrum-driedguava
and papaya-taro flakes. J. Food Sci. 44(1): 222-225.

Ogata, J.N., Y. Kawano, A.Bevenue andL~J. Casarett. 1972. The
ketoheptose content of some tropical fruits. J. Acerr. Food Chern. 20
(1) : 113-115. .

Detennined that D-manno-heptulose and D-altro-heptulose in mango in
a study of 10 tropical fruits in Hawaii. Also reported trace
quantities of sedoheptulose in papaya.
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Souza, R.A. 1977. Papaya production and marketing highlights. Univ.
,Hawaii, Coop. Ext. Serv., Misc. Publ. 151 5-12.

Souza, R.A. 1978. A financial analysis of the Hawaii papaya industry
1973-1977. Papaya Admis. Comm., 929 Queent St. Honolulu, Hawaii.
21 pp.

Spielmann, H. 1971. Demand characteristics for fresh and potentially
garrana-irrediated papaya on selected U. S ~ Mainland markets--an
attitudinal approach. Univ. Hawaii Agric. Exp. Stn. Res. Bull. 149.

The derrand analysis for papaya clearly points up that this product
behaves typically in the lIl3IlI1er of a new product which is also an
impulse item. '!he factors which mst strongly affect' its disappear
ance rate are 1. its availability in the store, 2. its appearance,
3. degree of in-store promotion and of store-identified newspaper
ads, 4. attractiveness of the display and 5. quality control' carried
from farm to retail outlets. The degree of price ' elasticity indicates
that the cons'llIrer does not particularly concern himself· with. the price
of the product as long as he can' get the quality and the appearance
of the product that he desires. Offerings have in all instancks been
readily absorbed by the market tmder investigation. Need good
quality control of papaya. '

Spielmann, H. and R.A. Souza. 1973. Papaya marketing on Oahu: retail
narkup analysis and consumer behavior study. Univ. Hawaii, ColI.
Trop. Agric. Exp. Stri. Dept. Paper, 8. 41 pp.

Demonstrated sorre of the factors and their impact on consumption of
papaya. ShCMl some of the buying habits and taste or preference
patterns ~J individual consumers.

Stahl, A.L. 1935. Univ. Florida Agric. Exp. Stn. Bull. 283, Gainesville,
Florida.

Reported that sucrose was from 0-4.4% of the total sugars of papaya.

Tang, C.S. 1970. Paper No. 92, l60th Ann. ACS Meeting, Chicago, Illinois
(Abstract) .

Reported volatile flavor compotmds of papaya.

Tang, C.S. ::l973. Phytcx::hemsitry 12: 769.

Benzyl isothiocyanate in papaya seeds are formed from benzylglucosinolate
by the action of thioglucosidase. The enzyme is fotmd in the sarco
testae but not in the endosperms, while the reverse is true for the
substrate glucosinolate, which constitutes JIDre than 6%of the endosperm.

.Tang, C.S. 1974. ,-T. Food Sci. 39: 94.

Determined ,that the various grades of papain contain benzyl
glucosinolate, a naturally,occurring thioglucoside in papaya latex.
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Tang, C. S. and W.J. Tang. 1976 . Biochim. Biophys. Acta 452: 510 .

Reported that isothiocyanates fonned by the hydrolysis of benzyl
isothiocyanates have been shown to inhibit" papain activity.

Thompson, A.R.1914. Hawaii Agric. Exp. Stn. Arm. Rept. Honolulu, Hawaii.

Reported sucrose was 0-13.2% of the total sugars of papaya.

Wenkam, N.S•.and C.D•.. Miller.
Agr. Exp. Stn. Bull. 135;

1965. Composition of Hawaii fruits.
87 pp.

Hawaii

Presents characteristics and composition of fruit cultivars grown in
Hawaii.

Yamam::>to, H.Y. 1964. Nature 201: 1049.

Isolated and identified the carotenoids in both yellow and red fleshed
papaya. Yellow-fleshed type lacked lycopene. 3.7 rng/lOOand 4.2 rng/
100 g total. carotenoids· were obtainedf)x>mthe yellow and red-fleshed
fruits , respectively. Pigments present included beta-carotene,
f -carotene, cryptoxanthine ·rnonoepoxide, ·cryptoxanthin, lycopene.
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PINEAPPLE BlBUOGRAPHY

Anonynous. 1981. Statistics of Hawaiian Agriculture 1980. Hawaii Dept.
Agric., Marketing & Consumer Services Div.

Includes production· data for pineapple arrong other. fruits gfown in
Hawaii.

Balakrishnan, S., M~ Aravindakshan, K.C. Marykutty and V. Mathew. 1980.
Effect of nitrogen nutrition· on q'llali.ty .and .. storage behaviour of
pineapple. Agric.oREs.J. of Kerala 18(1): 33-39.

Bates,oR.P. 1964. Factorsaffectirig foam production and stabilization
of tropical fruit products. Food Tech. 18 (1) : 93-96 .

Pineapple is included in~ study.

Cheerna., L.S. ~d C.M.C.Ribeiro.1978. Solar dryers of cashew, banana and
pineapple. In "Sun, Mandkind's future ,soun::e of energy. Vo1.

l
IlL"

Nayar, N.K., V. Mathew and M. Aravindakshan. 1981. Studies on varietal
variations in pineapple °CAnariaS ·cornosus L. Merr.) for various
norphological and nutritive cna:ra:cters. South Indian Hort. 29(2): 81
86.

Wenkam, N.S. andC.D. Miller. 1965. Composition of Hawaii fruits.
Hawaii Agric •. EXpt. Sta. Bull. 135. 87 pp.
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SUI'(.T5edinr. Revised Sheet No. 52
f.Clcc:tiveApril I, 1976 .SCItl!ilUl.t "c"

Cencr:ll Service

Revised Sbeet No. ~2

Vllcctive September II, 1978

Avallabl1lty:

tppl1c3bletof general lighting end power servico supplied
throu1:h a sin&le meter.

Rate:

CUSTO>lER CHARGE:

Sintleph:sc·s.rvice - ~crmonth

Three phase service -per lIlonth
$6.00
sa.OO

ENERGY CI~RG£: (To be added to Customer Charge)

The cbaree- for the fint 200 kwh per lIonth per tv of
billing demand shall be:

first
Next
Next
1.11 9ver

1000 kwh pCT month • per kwh
HlOD kwh JleT ll10nth - per kwh
2S00 kwh per 110nth • per ):wh
5000,kwb fer ~onth - rer kwh

12.6t
9.6t
7.H
7.2t

S 6.00
15.00

'The charge for the next 200 kwhr per kw of,billing demand
shall be:

• per kwh .f/.tt

The chal·te {or 811 kwh over COO bh per Slonth peT kw of
billing demand shall be:

JHnimum Charge:

Non-demand Scrvite:

Sinth- phASe
Three phase

Demand Servic:.c:

S2.00. per Slonth peT kw cf1il111n& delland but not
1cssthan $50.00.- ~

A customcTwlJJ be « demand customer and a maxlmu~
dCIll:lnd meter will be instnUed when the custolller's
10:adonduse chnraetcristics indicate that the
lIuimulIl dl'mand lllayexcC'cd 2S \w or when the customer'.
~onthly usc exceeds 50eO kwhr pc~ month.

Primary Supply VoltaiC Service:

tJherc,.t tIle option of the COIIII'~ny, service h deUvOfC'd an"
IIctered ~t a,loll1indsuPIJly Hne vol Utto! 2400 Yol U or Illoro, tho
aboYo lIonthly cnorcycbarl~s will be decreased 4\.

Determination cl Dc.and:

'the Iluhmmc!('.r:and fur eACh lIlonth 'hnt 1 bc the tlntlaUlIl avc:ragr
103d in kw durlalS: an)' fUtc:cn.lIlinute period u 1n~intc~ by n
delllllnd lIl'tC'r. llll" hi 11 Int: dcoln:""l fe'r eadl lIlonth FhllJl h,. the
mnx!lIIull dCII:and ror such month hut nat Ion ,It"n 50\ of the I:nOlh'$t
ll:tXillUIl d('1ll8nd tor the precedinl eleven lIonths nor less than ZS kw.

HAWAII tltCTRIC lIG"' COMPANY, INC.
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Superseding Revis~d Sheet No. 52·A
Effective April I, 1976

SClmVU1.E "G" (continucd)

Fuel Clause:

Revised Shcet No.S2·A
Effective Scpte~bcr 11, 197.

0.

The above r~te5 arc hased on a co~poslte cost to the Company
of one hundred ninety·ei~ht cents (198.0() pcr million tiritish
ther~al units (Btu) lor fuel delivered in its service tanks and
the fuel equivalent {or power purchased under agncRlcnts with
Puna, Pepeekeo (Iii 10 Coast rroccssing,lnc.), and Honokaa Sugar
Compnnies. When this c:ost is morc or less than US.Ot pcr
~illion Btu, there shall be a corresponding increase or decrease
in the above rates. Such increase or decrease sftall be in the
alllount per kwhr of adjusted for the additional revenue
tax acquirement, for.cach fUll fif~een hundrcdth.cent (O.ISt)
increase or decrease, in fuel cost, above or below 19B.Of per
~illion Btu. The rev~nue tax requirement shall be calculated
using current rates of th: revenue related taxcs of franchise,
pUblic service and public utility comaission fee. The adjustment
shalJ be effective on the date of change and when a cost change
occurs during a custolller's billing period. the fuel adjustment
will be prorated ~or the number cf days each cost vas in effect.

Rules:

Service supplie~ under this rate shall be subject to the
P.utes of the Company.

•
P.V.C. Order
Wos. 5261 1 5266

• . ..
• _ •••••• - .. - _. e 0· •••••• __••••••• __ • ." ••• __ .

HAWAII ELECTR1C LIGHT COMPANY,. INC.
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Supcrscc!1nr. Revised Sheet Ho. SS
fffectlveAprll1,1976

SCHEDULE "II"'

Revise&! Sllcet No. 53
ECfective Septcmber II, 1978

.:

..

Cnlllmerchl CooHng. lfeaHnc,
Air Conaltiuning and Rc!riger4~ion Scrvice

Availability:

Applicable only to co~crciAl cooking, heating, air
conditioning and refrigeration servicc. This schcdul~
applies only where the voltate supplied ~y the Company is
le$s than 600 volts. '

Rate:

The-charge shall be the sum of the following capacity •
• nd ~nerty charges.

CAPACITY CHA.'tGE:

12.50 per month perkw of required ~apacity, but
n no case.less than S2.~G per month.

ENERGY CJlARGE:

First
~cxt

Next
1.11 over

1001cwhr peTllIonth • per bhr.
200 kwhr pet month • perkwhr
SOOkwhr per month - per kwhr
800 kwhr per month - per kwhr

13.(f
10.I~

7.4~

S.U

.
"
..,,~.

..... ,

lUnillum Charge:

The cap3city chU'):c b\lt not tcntllen h. 00 per J;onth
(or single phase servi~e or SIS.00 per month for three phase
service.

Term or Contract:

Not less than one.year.

Det~r~ination of Required Capacity:

The required capacity for billint purposes shall be:

A. The sum of:

1) The total connected aotor load,
2) SO, of tIle connected heating load .!x

elusive of cookin, and water bcatint, and
S) "the water "eatint connected load in excess

o£ one-sixth tilowattper gallon of storage
• capacity; or . .

'!. tlhenthe load is 2SkvorJlore, the capacity aay be
determined by measured demand. The maximum demand
for each Jlonth 5h:lll be the maximum average load
durJhl nny fifteen~minute period as indicated by •
demand meter. The clIpac1tyCor e.ch aonth shall be
tIle )ladm\lm demnnd for such lIont11, tho blghel t
dem3nd in the rrccedln, cloven .onths, or 25 Lv,
whlche~er 1s highest•

•
.. . .' - .. ---. -_.....•... ; .

•lAWAII tUCTIUC LtGHTCC~1PART , INC.
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l
::f SupersedJnr. Rcvisod Sheet No. S3-A

Effective hpril J, 1976

SCIIEDULE "u" (continued)

Revised Sheet No. S3-A
Effective September II, 1978

..

The required c:npac1 ty ,,111 be c!etcl'Ilined tt' the
~e.rest one-tenth kw.

Fuel Clause: ..
The above rates arc based on a composite cost to the Company

or one hundred ninety-eight cents (19a.Of) per milJion
~ritish thermal units (Btu) for fuel delivered. in its service
tanks and the fuel equivalent fOI power purchased under agree-
~ents with Puna, Pepeekeo (llilo Coast Processing, Inc.), and Honokaa
Su,ar Companies. When this cost is ~ore or less than 198.01
per ~illion Btu, there shall be a corresponding increase or
decrease in the above r~tes. Such increase or decrease shaJJ
be in the amount per bohr of adjusted for the'
additional revenue tax requirement, for each full fifteen
hundredth cent (O.ISt) increase or decrease, in fue! cos:,

",boYe or belo,,", 198.0< pcr lIlilUonBtu. The revenue tax
rcquire~ent shall'be calculated usin~ current rates of the
reyenue rrlated taxoso! franchise, public service and public
utility commission fee. The adjustment shall be effective on
the date of change .nd when a cost change occurs during a
customer's billin: period, the fuel adjustment will be prorated
{or the number of days each cost was in effect.

RuJes:

Service supplied under this rate shall be subject to
tbe Rules of the Company.

t.v.C. Order
flos. 5261 1 5266 .•

__ _ •• e •••_ •••••.. .. .. . ... _..

HAWAII (LIefRIC LIGHT COHPANYr INC.
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SUJ'crsecUns: Rcvtnd !oihcrt No. 54
Effective Arril I, 197~

SCIII:VULE "p"

Rcvl$cd Shrct No. S4
Effective September 11, 197.

..

AvaUabU ity:

Applicable to lighting and power service supplied GncS
Iletered. at ~ single volUlge ancSdelivcry point.

Ratc:

The charte shall be the sum of the followint 4eDan~
end eneT&Y cbar,cs.

DEJ.1AND CHARGE:

Next

. first

1.11 over

..
First 200 kwor less of billing dCDand
flext.300 \w 0 f billingdemllnd
Allover SOD kw of billing demand

ENERGY CIIARGE:

200 k~hr per month per tw of
bi1lin~denl~nd'perkwhr

200 kwhr rcrmonth per kwo£
bIlling demand· pcr kwhr
400 kwhr pCT llIonth per kw of
bil1inldemand'rcr:t~hT

JUniiluCi ChaT£e:

$1100.00 peT IllOnth
... SO per tIlOnth reT kv
C.00 rICr Ilonth l'Cr tv

s.ct
".7~

".O~

.
0, •

.:~..

The miniJlum~onthly charge shall be the demand chargc.

DcterCiinationo£ Demand:

The lIaximuli demnnd ror eachllontb shall be the llI#xitlUIIl
overage load in kw during nny fifteen-minute period as
indicated byal dell3nd metcr.The billing dcmand for each
lIonth &hall bc the tll:lxilllulIl cJemand.!or·such lIonth 01' the lIenn
of ClIrrentlllonthlYIlI:lxifilUm demnnd llnd the greatcst lIl:lxlllUID
dClll:lnd Certllc prcceding elevcn lIonth5 \lhichcvcr is the
bither but not less than the lIinilllum billinl ~Cllland of 200 tw.

folter Factor:

. The above charces ~re ba~cd upon an averacc sonthly power
factor ottS\. For .each n, the averAge power .factor is above
or ,below 8S\, the monthly bill as computed under the.above
rates shal1bc decrcased or increased, respectively, by O.lS\.
The power factor will be computed to the nearest whole percent••

. In no cuc~ howevcr. shllllthe powerfilC:tor bc taken as
'Ilore <tJaanl00' for ~he purpose .0£ cOlllputinJ: the-adjustllcnt.

The evcraa:e lIonthly power .f.ctor willbedeterllined £1'011
the feadincs ofa Iwhr lIetcl' and a Kvarhr lIeter. Thc tV4rhr .
IIcter shall be rlltchcted to prevent reverslll in the event the
power factor is le~dinc at any time. . .

. .
Special Tcl'ms and Conditions:

Supply VoltaIc Delivery; .•.._•. _. '._', . ,.

II the custoller takes delivery alt the suprly volt'Ce

"AWAIJ tl£CTRIC LltHT COMPANY. INC.

I
I
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Superseding Revised Sheet No. S4·A
Effective April I, 1976

SCIII!UULE t.p" (contbucd)

nevlsed Sheet No. SC-A
Effective September II, 1978

•.

&leslgn.ted by thc COIlP:IhY, tllC dC:Ilaod and coer.:y charces
will bcdccreased as follows:

,"
Transilission voltage supplied
Distribution voltate supplied "n°

'.
~cterin& will norllally be at the delivery voltage.

When custollcr's transformcrs are adjacent to the
delivery point. the customcr Ilay elect to be Iletered
at a single point on the $ccondary side of his trans
fO'nlers whercsuch point is app:ooved by the Company.
When the energy is Ilctered on the secondary side of
the customer's tTansformers, thc above decreases will
be 6 and 4\, respectively.

Fuel Clause:

The above rates arc based on a composite cost to the Company
of one hundred ninety-ci8ht-cents (19S.0() pcr Qillion British
thermal units (Btu) for fuel delivered in its service tanks
and the fuel equi~alent for power purchased under agreements
with Puna, Pepcckco (Hilo Coast Proccuing. Inc.), and Honokaa
Sugar Companies. ~~en this cost is ~ore or less than 19S.Ot
per .lillion Btu, there shall be a corresponding increase Dr
dccrease in the above rateso Such increasc or dccrcasc shall
be in thc amount per kwhr of adjustcd for tbe
additional revenue tax requirement, for each full fifteen
hundredth cent (O.IS() increasl: or decreue, in fuel cost,
above Dr bclow 19E.O( pcr Ilillion Btu. The revcnue tax
requirement sball be calculated usin~ current ratcs of the

°revenuc related taxes of franchise. public scrvice and public
. ~tility commission fee. The adjustment sh~ll be effective on

the date of change and when _ cost change occurs during a
customer'$ billing period, the fuel adjustment will be prorated
tor the number of days each cost was in effect.

Excessive Instantaneous Demands:

-Thc ~axlmum demand may be limited by contract. In order
to luard against excessive instantaneous loads on its system,
the Company rescrves the right to install load limiting circuit
breaker equipment on the customer's service to automatically
limit the maximum de.and to the contract capacity.

Term of Contract:

Contracts {or service under thl~ rate shall be for not tess
than one year and thereaCter until cancelled by six months written
~otlce ,iven by either party.

lules:

Service supplicd under this rate shall be subject to tho
standard Rules of thc Company •.
"f.U'.t. Order
I/os. 5261 t 5266

tlAWAII ELECTRJC LlGIIT COUPArlY, laC.
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TABLE B-1

PAPAYA DIMENSIONS AND QUANTITY

OF WASTE BY PRODUCTS

PAPAYA WEIGHT DIAMETER LENGTH SKIN SEEDS END:
NO. (lb/oz) . (INCHES) (INCHES) (lb/oz) (lb/oz) (lb/o;

1 2 lb.. 9 oz. 3-3/4" 5-1/4"
2 1 lb. 4 oz. 3';'1/2" 5"
3 1 lb. 8 oz. 3-3/4" 5-1/4"
4 1 lb. 8 oz. 4" 4-3/4"
5 I 1 lb. 2 oz. 3-3/4" 5"I

6 I 1 lb. 15 oz. 4" 6"I
I I

.
7 I 1 lb. 8 oz. 3-1/2" t 5-1/2"i I I

I
8

,
1 lb. 6 oz. 3-3/4" 5"j

9 i 1 lb. 4 oz. 3-1/2" 4-1/2"
10 i 1 lb. 6 oz. 3-3/4" 5-1/4"i

I

11
I 1 lb. 5 oz. 3-112" 5"I

I!12 1 lb. 8 oz. 3-1/2" 5"
I

I,
13 j 1 lb. 4 oz. 3-3/4" 4-1/2"I

J

II
14 I 1 lb. 5 oz. 3-3/4" 4-3/4"

I
TOTALS

I
19 lb. 12 oz. 2 lb. 6 oz. 3 lb. 3 oz. 9 oz.

WASTE 6 lb. 2 oz.
,-

NET
TOTAL 13 lb. 10 oz•

..

NET
WEIGHT % 69%
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PAPAYA DRYING TEST FACILITY

CONTROLS OUTLINE

1. Circulating Air Temperature Control

a. Primary temperature controller on maln air stream regulates brine flow
through the heat exhanger to maintain clrculating air temperature.

b. Secondary temperature controller on brine stream regulates bypass air
around heat exchanger to maintain minimum brine temperature during
low evaporation periods. Minimizes brine precipitation due to low
brine temperatures.

2. Circulating Air Relative Humidity
t

a. Relative humidity controller on main air s~ream regulates ambient air
make up and exhaust.

3. Air Velocity Across Papayas

a. Circulating air fan motor speed varied to control circulating air
flow rate
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PAPAYA DRYING TEST FACILITY

TEST PROGRAM WITH

BRl~E HEAT EXHANGER DRYER

1. Assumptions

a. Ideal papaya drying temperature, 140-15UoF
b. Initial papaya moisture, 90% wet weight
c. Final product moisture, 15% bone dry
d. Effect of ambient air conditions are relatively minor.

2. Variable Parameters

a. Air drying temperature
b. Circulating air relative humidity
c. Air velocity across papaya.

3. Monitored Parameters

a. Temperatures:

(1) Air before trays
(l) Air after trays
(3) Ambient air
(4) Brine before heat exchanger
(5) Brine after heat exchanger

b. Pressures

(I) Air after recirculating air fan
(2) Air within trays
(3) Air after trays/Before heat exchanger
(4) Air before recirculating air fan
(5) Brine before heat exchanger
(6) Brine after heat exchanger

c. Ambient Air Relative Humidity

d. Brine Flow

e. Drying Time

f. Exhaust Air Fan Amperage

g. Circulating Air Fan Amperage
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SURFACE RATES

Young Bros.:

$20.00 per 40 cubic ft. or 2,000 lbs. to Honolulu from Hi10

$25.49 per 40 cubic ft. or 2,000 1bs. to Maui/Kauai from Hi10

No increase foreseen.

Matson:

$2.25 per cu. ft. minimum $65.00 to all West Coast

ports--Oakland, los Angeles, Portland, Seattle

No increase foreseen. 30 days notice will be given if there

is an increase.
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AIR FREIGHT

United Airlines:

$1.16 per lb. or cu. rate (whichever is greater)

Hilo to Los Angeles

$.94 per lb. 100 lb. rate.

DHL:

Destination:

Honolulu* 100 lbs. $27.32 or cubic weight (whichever is greater)

Maui*

Kauai*

0-36 lbs.

37-708 lbs.

704-1,000 lbs.

0-40 lbs.

41-751 lbs.

152-1,000 lbs.

0·29 lbs.

30-727 lbs.

728-1,000 lbs.

$ 9.18

.253 per lbs.

$179.00 flat rate

$ 9.18

.213 per lb.

$160.00 flat rate

$ 9.18

.293 per lb.

$213.00 flat rate

*To all rates add 8% fuel adjustment until June 15. After June 15 all rates
will include fuel adjustment. New rates will be issued June 15, 1982.
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"

THE'ECONOMIC VIABILITY OF PAPAYA ,FARMS
IN THE PUNA DISTRICT

" MichaelN. Muench
Research Assistant

Department of, Agricultural and Resource Economics
, " University of Hawaii

Introduction "

, This 'studY'~Of the Economic \'iability of Papaya production in the
,Puna District, on theis1and orHawai i was conducted as part of HITAHR
Project452-S~ ,>.tlEconomic Feasibility Studies for Fruit and Nut Crops."

, '

,The '~bjectivesofthestudy"are:(l) to assess the economic
viability of papaya production under present conditions; (2) to ,
evaluate the effects on the industry of changes in scale, and resulting
variation~ in ,input costs; and (3) to develop a .m(}re comprehensive
grower-management information system. This paper is con~erned ,
primarily with objectives (0 and (2). ,The third objective has:t to
a limited extent:t been achieved., A computer program has been devel-
oped which can provide growers with basic management infonnation '
and financial analysis for their farms. This can be done on an
indi~~dual basis given the ability of the farmer to supply limited
input data.' " ' ',' ' , ,-

Procedures
"

The Puna District:t although restricted in g~ographical area.
has great variations in soil' types. Individual farms may be
located in areas of many lava flows, each flow having different
,yield characteristics. Another difficulty which arises in assessing
,the viability of papaya fanns is the great var,1ation in meteorol og'i cal
conditions within the region and the resultant rainfall and wind
differentials. ' These soil and weather desparitieshave led individ
ual fanners to develop unique cultivation methods and in many cases
to breed, on their own farms, types of trees to meet their specific
needs. A further difficulty in assessing the industry arises from
the fact that the papaya industry has become highly Ske\lledin nature;
with a few ,farms accounting for the major portion of 'production.,
Forexample, the five largest growers account for about 68 percent
of the ,acreage, and the 13 largestgrm'lers 75 percent of the acreage.

, ,

In' comhination these factors make it difficult to derive
industry averages which have economic relevance•• In' view of this,
the present study has attempted to draw some generalizations about
papaya production technologieswhi<:h are presently being practiced
and to present an assessment of these technologies as a means of
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galnlng a better understanding of the present viability of the
industry.

Conclusions were drawn from fifteen responses to a questionnaire,
detailed interviews and visits to five farms of var,ying sizes, and
actual work experience on twofanms.. Basic techniques employed in
papaya production can be roughly grouped according-to farm size.
Differentiation was made between the methods employed on farms of
S acres, 10 acres, 50 acres and over, A task oriented analysis of
farm activities was then carried out for each of these farm types.
For example, generalizations were made about the usage rates,
frequency of application and labor inputs for weed control. Input
costs were obtained from local distributors and some adjustment in
prices was made to account for economies resulting from bulk pur
chases by larger growers. All input costs for \'ieedcontrol were then
broken down on a mpnthly basis. This procedure was carried out for
each farm task. Total yield estimates were obtained from the question
naires and interviews and production trends were obtained from a ~ .
r'1asters Thesis by Ronald Nakamura. The suntof task costs was then
matched against production revenues. From this information, and the
assumption that all monies were borrowed from the bank, a cash flow
statement was developed.

Generalized Farm Technologies·

Five Acre Farm:

The small grower is primarily a part-time farmer. The time
devoted to farming activities is primarily on week-ends and after
wor~. Because of limited· time and capital availability, the small
grower has adopted a less intensive method of cultivation•. His labor
contributions and input costs are, for the most part, lower than those
of full-time farmers and, as a result', production levels of a typical
Sacre farm are substantially reduced.in comparison to more intensive
operations.- The part-time grower generally hires no labor and all
necessary operations are carried out by the farmer alone or with the
help of family members.

Ten Acre Farm:

The ten acre farm is a full-time family operation. Thegrower
employes more intensive methods of cultivation than the part-time
farmer but continues to rely on l~rge amounts of family labor. High
family labor contributions enable the farmer to avoid additional
capital costs which would result from the purchase of a tractor or
other heavy machinery. The ten acre full-time farmer because of
increased yield and acreage, is required to make larger expenditures
for tran~port vehicles, gas and maintenance and additional support
than the 5 acre farmer.
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Fifty Acre Farm:

The farm' of fifty acres and larger is' run as a corporate operation.
Even if itis family owned, all labor inputs whether family supplied
or not are paid a wage.' Because of its size the corporate operation
can efficiently substitute machinery for labor and, except for
increased .labor inputs at 'the early stages of planting, it does so.
It employs a·tractorwhich aides in carrying out Tertilization, weed
control, misting and; in some cases;, harvesting. , In comparison with
the ten acre farm, increased machinery use simply substitutes for
labor and n~,in~rease', inyield results. ' '

'It should be noted that t'he distinctions drawn between these
farm sizes is'by DO means 'universal. , They are generalizations'
about the technologies employedln the Puna area. Each actual farm
is unique and the individual fanner may observe some aspects of. his
operation inmore than one of the synthesized descriptions. Many
of the trends and problems of the industry, however, can be revealed
through an analysis:of these three standard farms and further analysis
of the reasoning behind the management decisions of the different
types of farmers could indicate future trends in the industry.

, An analysis of each of these farm types, because of the
constraints of this presentation, is not feasible. Therefore to
conserve time and space, further discussion will be restricted to
an analysis of the ten acre farm. This operation was chosen because
it is fe,lt that a majority of the farms in the puna region possess
some characteristics which are similar. ," Some basic assumptions which
wi 11 be made about this farm are: (1 ) Production of60~000 pounds
per acre in three yearts,life; (2). An average payout price of $.20
pel" pound; (3) A wage of $3.20 per hour. The analysis which is
presented for the ten acre farm could be done for both the five and
fifty acre farms ,and as stated in the introduction, can be tailored
to any individual. operation, given basic input costs.

, .

Economic Analysis· of the Ten AcrELFann

. Not all' farms'employingten acre technology ar'e, the same. Some
farms have been in operation for years, and when they start-up new
plantings they. do so with assets which have long sinc'e been paid for.
New farms .fl1ustonthe othe.rhand;immediatelydeal\"i th the purchase
of these' same assets at go"ing market rates. As a result the attitudes
of different fannerswHlvary. Finally whether anew or old family
farm operation, it 1$ economlcally unsound not to value the labor
i~put on 't~e farlll- ~fhat may ~eem like a large<profit might completely
dl sappear 1{operator and famlly 1abor recelVed the current market
wage., In view of these variations we will analyze the Ten Acre
technology assuming three different operations: 1. On-going (no
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wage); 2. New Farm (no wage); 3. New Farm (with wages and
management costs). For each, our discussion will cover two
aspects of the operation:. its Net Cash Flows; and its Expenditures,
both on a per acre basis over an estimated three year 1ife of the
planting.

By 'Net Cash Flow' we mean that if we assume that all revenues
and expenses going in and out ofa fannin any particular period
are balanced against each other we will have some net inflow or
outflow ofeash. That is, in any period one may either pay-out
more in expenses than he receives in revenues or vice versa~A Net
Cash Flow analysis can tell a farmer a number of things about his
operation. It can identify the point or time of maximum cash
outflow; that moment where the farmer has the greatest amount of
funds tied up in his operation. During the establishment period an
estimate of average cash outflow can be derived; which provides the
grow~r with some idea of how mu~hcas-h he will be required ~o a~locate
to hlS acreage on a monthly basls. A break-even or pay-baCK p01nt
will become evident; that point where the acreage begins to pay-off
or provide revenues in excess of overall expenditures. Apoint of
maximum cash inflow can be calculated; and it identifies the point
where the operation theoretically should close down, or at least
severely restrict its inputs. In addition we can obtain some
average revenue estimates for the productive years of-operation which
can help the farmer budget family expenditures or additional farm
expansion.

. An Analysis of Expenditures can help to explain to the farmer
just \<Jhere costs are and why~ in relation to his neighbors,' he may
see some costs as more important than they do.

On-Going Ten Acre Farm
. .

Column 1 of Table 1 shows the flows at establishment and by
quarter during the growing period for·an On-Going operation~ As can
be·seenthe On-Going Farm incurs about $755 in costs during establish
ment. Average inflows of cash in years two and three are approximately
$550/acre/month and $220/acre/month respectively~ The pay-back or
break-even point in the operation occurs in the 18th month~ while
maximum cash inflow of $7760/acre occurs in the 33rd.month.

Total expenditures for the three-year life of the farm are·
$4,595. A breakdown of the expenditure can be seen in Table 2.
This analysis reveals that the most important expense to an On-Goi~g .
Farm is fertilizer whieh accounts for 49 percent for all expenses.
This major cost is followed by asset purchases with 16 percent, which
in this case is primarily land clearance and preparation costs. Pest
control. and support costs are both 13 percent of ~tie. total. ,
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New Farm (no. \~ages)
'...'"', " : ',_ " ~"~"<>:"1~,:': _' , , .',,: ..';)<~~;.;:;}:<>

. It is difficult to va lueat market rates: assets"'which have been
purchased and used over a number of years. Economic analysis becomes
difficult and~ if proper account "is not taken of replacement ,costs,

.may be misleading. ·.It is therefore useful to look at the same
oepration but assume that all assets are purchased new at establish
ment~We. then may answer'thequestion: What i$ the effect on our
cash flows ofpurchasing all assets. at the onset of operations
instead of. assuming we already own our machinery?

Assuming· asset·purchasesatestab1ishment~expenditures jump from
$755 to $2,435 per· acre (Table· 1). The average yearly outflow of funds
over the three years remains the same however. But because of
establishment purchases, maxiroumcash commitment per acre is $4;028
in the thirteenth month, an increase of 92 percent over On-Going Farm
operations. Pay~back occurs dnthe 21st month,. a delay of three
months over the On-Going Farmp~y~back.The maximum cash inflow of f
$S,400.occurS in the 33rd month, a reduction of $2,220/acre, which·
is a drop in flows of 30 percent.

. '."

looking "at Table 2, the second section, 'New Farm', can be seen
that the addition of asset expenditures changes the relative impor- .
tance of each cas.h cost ••.... FerU lizernow accounts for 36 percent of
the total costs as opposed to the 49 percent for~he On-GoingFann
pperation. Asset costs now account for 39 percent of total . .
expenditures and Support and Pest Control are 10 and 9 percent .
respectively.

New Farm (with Management and \~age Costs)

In neither of the. first two operations which have been reviewed
has the labor-input been charged as an expense. This was not d()ne
because in many cases fanners are operating strictly on a cash basis
and are more concerned with the cash flows of the operation exclusive
of any implied wage. <.However, in an economic sense, some value must
be placed on an individua1's~labor and management inputs. Because if
hedoesn't\'lOrk on the farmlt must be assumed that he would be .
working elsewhere. In other words~ some flow of cash would be contrib
uting to the..·.family·s income whether 1t1s farm generated or from an
outside activity•. This is often calledtheindividual's'oPPQrtunity
cost'. That is~ the wage which would be sacrificed by not working
for someone else and instead working on the farm. ... . '

... It is economically important to analyze the same ten acre
operation~ OnlY. this time we \tlil1 charge for labor at $3.20/hour and
chargelD percent of total costs/year as a ma~agement expense. .

.... Using this procedure the resulting Net Cash Flow can be seen in the

. third .column of Table 1. Though establishment costs have risen only
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slightly, from $2,435 to $2,521, the average monthly outflow during
the first year of operation has risen. 56 percent from $85/acre/month
to $133/acre/month. In addition net receipts in year two have dropped
20 percent from $548/acre/month to $437/acre/month and in year three
by 10 percent from $243/acre/month·to $218/acre/month. . .

. . . .. '. ." ~ '. '. . .

The maximum cash commitment has ·"risen to $4,810/acr~ in the·
13th month which is an increase of 129 percent over the On-Going
Farm commitment of $2,100 and an increase of 19per~ent over the
New Farm conmitrnent of $4,028. In addition we find that the pay
back point has been pushed back another two months to the 23rd month.
Finally maximum cash inflow per acre has dropped to $2~350 down
70 percent from the On-Going Farm flow of $7,760 and down 56 percent
from the New Farm flow of $5,400.· .

.. Analyzing expenditures of the 'New farm' (with management and
wages), (see the third section of Table 2), it can be seen t~at the
.fertilizer and asset costs, though not decreasing in magnitude, have
dropped in relative importance ·as wages and management charges have .
been added to the analysi s. Fertil i zer, assets· C\nd wage~ "are now
roughly of equalimportilnce accounti.ng for one-quarte"r the total
expenditure each (Figure 5). " .

A comparison of the three farm operations' Net C~h-Elows is
presented below:

ITen Acre' Technology
(one acre)

New Farm
On-Going New Farm .. (\'/ith wages)

$775 $2,435 $2,521

85 85 133

2,100 - 13 mo. 4.028 - 13 mo. 4.810 -·'13 mo.

550 550 437

218 218 128

Establishment
Average Outflow

Year 1

Maximum Cash
Outflow

Average Monthly
Inflow· Year 2

.Average Monthly
Inflow Year 3

Pay-Back or
Breakeven
Month 18

Haximum Cash
Inflow 7,760 - 33 mo.

98

21

5.400 - 33 mo.:

23

2,350 .. 32 mo. \



An analysis of the investment flow, shown on the top of Table 3,
reveals that the internal rate:tif return on investment for a ten acre
farm is 67 percent. 'Table 3 also shows the Present 'Value' and Benefit
Cost Ratio, for one acre of papaya at different interest rates. All
measures of financial performance indicate 'that papaya production,
given the assumptions outlined, is a reasonably profitable enterprise.
Such measures do not 1 however, ,take risk into account. In vlew of the
recent troubles the-industry has faced the inclusion ~f a Y&luation
of ,risk in such measures may produce a more moderate performance
indicato~. ,',' '

Conclusions
. ." . ~

'This report has differenti'ated'some technologies emplQyedon
papaya farms in the Puna area. , Thre~ general techniques were distin-
guished and can roughly be categorized on an acreage basis.' These f

,were: the five acre part-time operation employi,rig low levels of
labor and capital ,inputs; the ten acre farm employ~ng higher capital
inputs and much 'more intensive labor input; and the fifty acres or
larger farm employi~g more capital intensive technologies.

The ten acre technology, as with both the five and fifty acre
farms can be distinguished by type of operation depending-on the
age of assets and whether labor,is paid or not. 'For each of these
operations, cash flow and expenditure analyses were conducted.

In addition, we conducted income and financial analyses of a new
farm which pay~ wages. These studies revealed that much of the
revenues of the fann, 80 percent, are taken up in payments to farm
factors and that potenti al "profits" fall far below the level of
cash inflow. It was noted, however, that given a .20/1b. pay-out
price on 60,000 pounds of fruit/acre the present papaya fArm would
be achieving reasonable returns on investment.
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TABLE 1 ~

10 ACRE FARM

Net Cash Flow

On Going New Ne\'I Farm With
Fann Farm Wages &Management

Start-Up -755. -2435 -2521

Quarter. 1 -144 -144 -298

2 -271 -271· -355

3 -256 -256,· -343 f

4 -342 -342 -601

5 405 405 268

6 2144 2144 1892

7 1998 1998 1712

8 2034 2034 1381

9 1496 1496 1196

10 1010 101Q .. 748

11 ·250 250· 57
..

12 -133 -133 -457
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TABLE 2

Analysis of Costs for 10 Acre Farm

Weed Pest Gas·& .·Support .Asset Total·
Farm type/Expenses: Wages Control Control Fertilizer f1achinery Costs Costs Costs

'. ,On Going Farm $ 0 166 589 2231 272 .. 600 737 4594

% a 4 13 49 6 13 16 lOa

New Fanll $ a 166 ·589 2231 . 272 600 .. · 2417 6274

% O. 3 9 36 4 10 • 39 100

New Farm $ 2337 166 589 2231 272 1293 2417 9304....
0.... % 25 2 6' 24 3 14 26 100

{.'
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. TABLE 3

Analysis of Return on Investment

.Total Outflows Total Returns* Net

Year 1 4119.14 O~O -4119~ 14

Year 2 2846.01 8099.98 5253.97

Year 3 2338.50 5082.40 2743.90

*Inc1udes estimated salvage value of asset balances

Price equals: 0.20

Internal Rate of Return on Investment: 0.67354

~unt Rate

0.075

0.100

0.150

0.200

Present Value

5556.40

5433.51

5192.63

4957.11

Benefit Cost Ratio

1.7901

1.7804

1.7612

1.7421
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PAPAYAS

Release: Nay 10, 1982

HIGHLIGHTS:

Hawaii
Agricultural
Reporting
Service

Hawaii Department of Agriculture
U5. Department of Agriculture
Papaya Administrative Committee

Box 22159 Honolulu, Hi. 96822
(808) ,548-7159

FRESH PRODUCTION'INCREASING AS SUMMER NEARS
KAUAI TREE LOSSES' CONTINUE .
FARM PRICE, UP IN APRIL

May fresh papaya production is forecast at 4.50 million pounds, up 20 percent from
April. The Hawaii Agricultural Reporting Service expects most of the increase to
occur on Hawaii island with KauaiandMaui/Oahu registering slight increases.
Compared to a year ago, fresh production thism~nth will be dOl~ 66 percent on
Kauai, down 33 percent on Maui/Oahu but up 2 percent on Hawaii. '"

. '

For the upcoming summer months, fresh production is forecast to increase 13 percent
in June and ,to peak at 5.15 million pounds in July. An llpercent decrease is an
ticipated for August. Totalfx.-esh product;lon from MauilOahu and Kauai for this May
August period is forecast at 1.51 million pounds, 55 percent less than the total
amount reallzeddurin8.the same period last year.

Fresh production in April' is estimated at 3.76 million pounds, down 15 percent from
March. Out-of-State shipments, mainly to the U. S. mainland and Japan, totaled 3.04
million pounds or 81 percent of the April total. Due to the Phytophthora infestation,
Kauai's share of Statewide fresh production was reduced to'6 percent in April. In
1981, Kauai ,crc-counted for 13 percent of all fresh -papaya production in the State •.\.

. . . .. . -, '- -.': - -(

The latest Hawaii Agricultural Reporting Service acreage survey of papaya farmers
estimates total area in crop, as of April 1, 1982, at 3,035 acres. This is down
2 percent from a year ago as increases on Hawaii and Maui/Oahuwere not enough to
offset a 34 percent reduction, in acreage on Kauai. Fartners on Kauai continued to
lose papaya"tteestoPhytophthora,irLApri:l, __c!~~pitethe advent.of better weather con
ditions. It is estimated that Kauai has lost a-mfniJliumof3l-pel:'c"ent~-of'its-total
acreage since the rains began last November. Future tree losses are anticipated as
farmers eventually rogue infected plants. Disease and weather problems have also
hindered planting activity on Kaua!. Farmers there planted 10 acres in March and
were planning to add 65 more acres through July. For the State, acreage for harvest
in Nay is expected to increase 2 p'ercent.

The average farm price received for all types of fresh sales rebounded in April to
25.0 cents per pound, 4 percent higher than March and 5 percent above last April's
price. '

LLOYD P. GARRETT
Statistician in Charge--- -

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
STATISTICAL REPORTING SERVICE

P. O. BOX 22159
HONOLULU J HAWAII 96822

OFFICIAL BUSINESS

Pf:"P'''I.TY FOR ;'!H'!ATF lJ~~F. t300
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RONALD Y. NAKAMURA .
Research Statistician

POSTAG£ AND FEES PAlO
u.s. DEPARTM2:NT OF

AGRICULTURE

ACR-l0t
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by s an s. ~Dr

Total acreage Nonbearing Harvested in Acreage Acreage expected

Island in crop acreage 1st 2nd planted to be planted
Apr. 1, IAPr. 1, in year of year of in Apr. IMay-July

1981 1982 Apr. 1982 harvest harvest Mar. 1982 1982 1982

Acres

Hawaii ...... ·. 2,630 2,680 130 1,255 695 10 85 160
Ka lIai ......... 340 225 85 90 50 10 10 55
Maui/Oahu Y... 120 130 40 45 45 1 2 11

State '2/ ••••• 3,090 3,035 855 1,390 190 81 97 .' 226

~.

~ 2
PAPAYAS: Acreage in crop, nonbearing and bearing, and acreage planted,

i 1 d A i1 1982

Y Combined to avoid disclosure of individual operations. '2/ State totals may not add due to ~oundin9.

Ma 1982'ithd f h t·1i titPAPAYAS H. arves acreage an res u J. za on w comparJ.sons, tV.
Acreage

Fresh Expected
Acreage harvested for

utilization fresh
Island harvest utilization

May I April Hay May I April ~1ay

1981 1982 1982 1981 1982 1982

-----------Acres----------- . ---------1,000 pounds---------

Hawaii ••••• '••• 1,120 1,950 2,010 4,094 3,430 4,160
Ka.uai .•••..••• 250 140 125 741 245 250
Maui/Oahu Y... 75 90 90 135 85 90

State••••••• 2,045 2,180 2,225 4,970 3,160 4,500
Y Combined to avoid disclosure of individu~l operations•.

PAPAYAS: Fresh utilization by islands, May-August 1981
preliminary and 1982 forecasts

Island
May I June I July I August

1981 I 1982 I 1981 I 1982 I 1981 I 1982 I 1981 I 1982

1,000 pounds

Hawaii •.•.••.•.•.••.• 4,094 4,160 5,189 4,700 4,426 4,150 3,510 4,230
Maui/Kauai/Oahu•••••• 876 340 766 400 900 400 810 310

State •••• ~ ••••••••• .4,970 4,500 5,955 5,100 5,326 5,150 4,320 4,600

Island

PAPAYAS: Fresh
Local

sales!!

13,140
1,525

445
15,110

16,138
2,014

469
18,681

3,430
245

85 '
3,760

1,000 pounds

2,830
213

o
3,043

539
7
1

547
Combined to avoid disclosure of individual operations.Y On island of production. Y

Hawaii........... 61
Kauai ••••••••• ~.. 25
Maui/Oahu Y...... 84

I---.,,-=:=------;:-r=:------:--:-:--=------::--::~,...._-="='~=_=_-~_::__~~State.......... 170

PAPAYAS:

place Average

Cents

1981 Local •••••• 20.9 25.8 28.4 26.8 25.9 25.0 20.6 25.4 26.4 19.2 16.6 21.4
Mainland ••• 16.1 26.4 24.7 23.4 23.8 25.8 21.6 25.4 19.7 11.4 12.4 13.1
Foreign•••• 18.2 18.5 21.5 20.9 21.2 19.1 18.1 16.6 17.9 10.1 14.2 14.8
All ••••.•••• 17.6 25.1 25.1 23.8 23.8 24.7 21.0 24.1 20.7 13.2 13.6 15.5

1982 Local ••••••
Mainland •••
Foreign••••
Ally •••.•• 30.0 28.5 24.0 25.0

23.5
20.5
18.1

. 20.8

Y Preliminary.
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BIWEEKLY HAWAII (BIG) ISLAND BIOLOGICAL AND ACTUAL'PAPAYA PRODUCTION
3

VOLUME (THOUSANDS OF UNITS/POUNDS)

BIOLOGICAL PRODUCTION UNIT~/
ACTUAL FRESH PRODU~TION (POUNDS)2/
ACTUAL AS PERCENT. OF BIOLOGICAL PRODUCTION

LATEST BIWEEKLY PERIOD: APRIL 11-24, 1982

6,240
1,480

23.7

YEAR-TO-DATJ/

45,874
12,213

26.6

s

4

3

2

, 1

I

o

1/ Represents thebiologiea1or potential number of fruit to be produced during specifi~ two-week (2) intervals.
It does not take into account survival rate of fruit set, weight of fruit or grade out.' !Biologieal production obtained b:y
multiplying the, Biological Production Index figures bya factor. of two (2).
2/ Fruit for processing not included.
3/ YEAR-TO-DATE commencing January 3, 1982. j

I
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MILLIONS OF fOUNDS/UNITS ..
·t._ .( I
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I

\
i ,

.j i

i

tBiological ~roduetlon Index
Aetual Fresh Shipments ............'....................
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Papayas: Latest r~recast vs. production,
State of Hawaii 1981-82*. •

• 1'()lIM)~

7

6 ..."

51/ • r-----.... \OI?FCASTo.
I'.. - \0

0 - ........ ••••••• ..~V
",- ~ I/" '"

.
~•..,

0
, '.0 .. .' '.4

V • • '., o. .•
FRESH PRODUCTION -. •............... .

3

2

1

"

MYI

AOO SEP. OCT OOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR
• Forecasts and production figures represent fresh utilization only.

1982 are preliminary.

MAY JUN JUL AOO
Production totals fOr" '1981 and

Papayas: Acreage planted, State of Hawaii. 1980-82
ACRES --r_--'T''"...;..-"T""---.,----,--~r_--r_--'T""--'"T"--..,..--..,

-~--i--- -~ ~_., --~-,--

1.;0 1----II----I----+--_I_--+---.f--~--_+--_I_--+_-__1

14f) ~--_f_--_+--__f_--_,li~--+_--+_--_f_--_t_--__f_--_+--__1
1\

1 \
I \

120t--__1:......-_+--+-+--I-~-+_--I_-__+--_+--+--+_-~" \, \ I, \
100.---+---+----+-,r--_f_-~-+---_+_--_+_--_+--_+--_+_--_1

,- ::---- , ,! A' 19801_" . . ....,- ;. r\. I..... ..' il' •••• - ,I"
so ~19S~" I'.

1~"'V --~K '1-,..,--y' "~---t
'.-0 ~--+---+--_+---"'I..._---r_--+_--:~_Hl~-+--_+--_+--__1

''''-If

4.)1---t---t---1f----1--...,...J---+---+---+---+---+--~

2Ot---t---t---t---t---+---1---t---+---t--+--~
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